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Rev. Maxwell Is
A Pillar Of The Community

Floyd A. DunnA Miracle Man At 105
favorite motto or saying, “The

by Dora Patterson
ORLANDO-“I rejoice in

congregation. But the altruist
also continues to do much for

Lord has been good to me.”

what I am doing. The only

the community at large and

Dunn who celebrated his
105th birthday on January
12th. Bom in a rural county

Although he has seen most
of his peers, relatives and

time I grieve is when I look

even more for the areas home

back and see that we could

friends, including Mrs. Dunn,

have done something and we

near Augusta, GA, he has been
acitizenofSt Petersbuig since
the early twenties.

die, Mr. Dunn is very much

didn’t’. Rev. Fred L Maxwell
paused, making sure his pithy

less and the downtrodden.
“His philosophy is that
God called him to preach, and

A long-time member of

the neighborhood where he
lives alone. Other than poor

tion.
And what is the nearly

eyesight and impaired hearing,

ninety-two year old baptist
minister doing after having

momentarily

plaques than she could com
fortably carry in one arm.

ST. PETERSBURG One of the oldest citizens ofSt

stated what was probably his

Petersbuig is Floyd Allen

the First Baptist Institutional
Church, Mr. Dunn, for many

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

90 GAYS SAME AS CASH
ESTABLISHED 19<M

that you cannot retire from a
calling,” said Norweida, his

wife of fourteen years, excus
ing herself from the parsonage
living room and returning

with

more

he is fortunate to be free of

nearly every capacity except

which affect large numbers of

preached more than half a cen
tury and having positively

preacher, his favorite role was

African Americans, including

impacted the lives of tens of

“There is so much that he has

tenor soloist in the adult choir,

heart disease, hypertension,

thousands? For the past thirty-

accomplished, he has received

accompanied at the organ by

arthritis, diabetes, etc.
During his years

four years the pious sage has

so many awards” she said

of

pastored St John Missionary

employment, he collected

Baptist Church in Orlando,

proudly.
One by one Norweida

Please see pg. 5

and he is still at the helm of that

showed her husband’s many

gious, loyal and a hard and per
sistent worker, he frequently

A Credit Plan For You!

statement needed no elabora

years, was one of the pillars of
that church. Having served in

his wife, Edna. Deeply reli

Floyd Dunn

alive even at his advanced age
and enjoys his long strolls in

some of the common ailments

Rev. and Mrs. Maxwell
Please see pg. 5
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ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

Support For FAMU And FIU 500 Role Models Of Excellence
Law Schools Gaining Support Program---------------—

“Empowering African Ameri

ST. PETERSBURG - In

by Austin Miller

ing a law school to provide access to financially chal

its fourth year, the 500 Role

NEW YORK - Showing a force of unity, a group of
lawmakers from both political parties agreed to petition

lenged students who cannot afford higher tuition rates

Models of Excellence Project

from private universities. Of the 5,103 law school seats
available in the state, only 1, 777, or 34.8 percent are

continues to inspire young

located at public institutions.
The University of Florida and Florida State
University are the only two public institutions in the
erful support in their quest to have law schools
state that have law schools.”Our children should not
“We’re working together for one common goal, and have to leave us to attend a far away university because
that’s to make sure that at the end of the day, both F.I.U. > we-cannot give them . .the opportunity,” said Rep.
and FAMU will both have a law school so students can Frederica Wilson.
attend,” said State Senator Daryl L. Jones, who is an
FAMU had a law school, but it was closed in 1968
attorney and one of the chief supporters of the propos because of a lack of funding. That law school was cre
al.
ated because at the time, Florida's institutions of higher
“This is an historical adventure we're embarking On learning were segregated.
and our momentum will not be slowed,” said Mario
Virgil Hawkins and some other Black students
Diaz-Balart, the organizer of a recent press event
protested the state’s denial of their admission to law
News conferences were held simultaneously at the school and FAMU’s law school was created. The law

American students to stay in

their colleagues for support of law schools for two

Florida universities.
Florida A&M University: (FAMU) and Florida
International University (F.I.U.) have gotten some pow

South campus of F.I.U. and FAMU’s auditorium in
Tallahassee. Legislators stressed the importance of hav-

school never received a funding increase throughout its
17 year history and ultimately closed Please see pg. 2

Farewell Party
For Dr.
Lehninger

can Males to Succeed. ”
Although each school group
has its own unique characteris
tics, one unifying thread runs
through all; the commitment to
the three R’s of the program’’Respect, Responsibility and
Restraint” is tantamount All
three are necessary for success
in any endeavor.
The Role Models staff,
school facilitators and parents
work closely to provide

males, particularly African
school, be good citizens and
take pride in themselves and
their communities. This awe

some challenge is the commit
ment of one hundred plus men
who regularly share their char
acteristics of self-confidence,
self respect and sense of com
munity to the boys in Pinellas
County’s elementary, middle
and high schools. Coordinated

extracurricular activities for the

'boys. Opportunities include
i diverse cultural and historical

by WJ. Bryant, this program

functions, sporting events and

strives to help our students to
become well-rounded adults.

various social gatherings. Held

Meeting twice a month in

men diligently explore ways to

in school unavoidable. Cur-

trips participation is based on
improvement in grades,

scheduled school visits, the

build self respect and self-

riculum is provided by Mydial

behavior, and attendance, as

role models and the young

reliance and to make success

Wynn’s

well as parental permission.

Freddie Crayton

highly

regarded,

Dorothy Gilliam Day
by Dianne Speights_________
ST. PETERSBURG - In

of Directors. Habitat is one of

the year of 1919 the following

building and renovating low-

events took place. The 18th

income housing. This ecu

and 19th Amendments were

menical program, which was

passed. RCAwas incorporated
and short wave radio was first
extrapolated and Carrie and Ed
Ryan at Edgefield, SC, intro

founded in 1976, secures land,

duced to the world little
Dorothy, their ninth child.

nership with homeowner fam

the best-known programs for

seeks building material dona

tions and financial contribu
tions, and builds homes in part

ilies.
This lovely lady was the
recipient of the prestigious

On Saturday, July 3rd,

hundreds of relatives from all

Freddie Pope, Jr.

Dr. Lehninger (center)

Freddie Pope, Jr.,
Participates In
Bosnian Operation
Joint Forge

TAMPA - On June 18,

greatly missed by all the staff

1999, a Farewell Party was
presented by the staff on 2BW

on 2BW and the patients as
well.

at James B. Haley VAHospital

Food was prepared and

for Dr. Lehninger, who was the

served by Liz Lemans of B&L
Food Wagon, who also is an

participate in Operation Joint

RN on 2BW at James A.

Forge as member of Task

Geriatric Psychiatrist on 2BW

for the past five years.
Dr. Lehninger was a very

special person and will be

Haley VA Hospital.
Please see pg. 5

SCHOOL IS OUT
DRIVE WITH CARE
AfUEAD A NEWSPAPER^
& a " EVERY DAY

Please see pg; 4

KELLYAFB, TX - Army
Sgt. Freddie Pope Jr. has
deployed to Tuzla in Bosnia to

Force Eagles. The U.S. has
service members assigned to

several mission support bases
and camp sites in Bosnia
Herzegovina.
Operation Joint Foige,

foimely referred to as Opera
tion
Joint
Guard
Endeavor/Determined Effort,
is a NATO-led Stabilization

Force peacekeeping mission in

Bosnia-Herzegovina, a republie of the former Yugoslavia.
A coalition of military
forces from 19 countries is

over the country and friends

1991 State Volunteer of the

joined Dorothy Gilliam 80

Year Award which was signed

years later to celebrate her 80th

by four U.S.

Birthday. The event was held

Ronald Reagan, Gerald Ford,
Jimmy Carter and Richard

at the Enoch B. Davis Center
From City Hall to her next

door neighbors, friends just

could not express enough love,
respect, gratitude and appreci
ation to this lady named

Dorothy. Mayor David J. Fis
cher proclaimed her birthday,
which was actually, Tuesday,
June 8th, as Dorothy Gilliam

Day, and she was presented
supporting the effort designed
with a Proclamation with the
to promote the peace process,
Official Seal of the City of St
Dayton Accords, inked in
Petersbuig.
December 1995 at Wright Pat
Gilliam visited St Petersterson Air Force Base, Dayton
buig in 1969 and fell in love
Ohio.
with the city, and has been a
Pepe, a tow dragon repair
resident now for 29 years. An
man, is the son of Mary A and
active community worker, she
Douglas J. Hampton of St
quickly began her journey to
Petersbuig, Florida. The
help make her community a
seigeant is a 1990 graduate of
better place to live.
Northeast High School.

Nixon.
Mis. Gilliam is a devoted

Dorothy Gilliam

Notably is her work with
the 13lh Street Heights Neigh
borhood Association as the
Founding President Gilliam is
known far and wide for help

Presidents:

Christian woman whose light

vides a role model of exem

shines brightly with love for all

plary standing...”

mankind. She is a member of

Bill Dionel, on behalf of
Chief Goliath Davis, joined in

St. Mark Missionary Baptist

the celebration by awarding

ing people to instill pride.
According to Councilman
Robert Kersteen whose
Proclamation expressed, “that

burg police shoulder patch

the success of any city depends

patrolling the streets of our

on the involvement of its citi
zens, and the true character of

city.
Gilliam’s devoted service

a community is measured by
the integrity of its residents.

extends for beyond her neigh
borhood as she has touched

Further, the worth of an indi

many lives through her devot

Gilliam an official St. Peters

Church.
hers is Habitat for Humanity
where she serves on the Board

Please see pg. 4

which is proudly worn by uni

formed

officers

while

vidual can also be measured

ed service as a volunteer on

by the extent to which that

behalf of many social service

individual strives to achieve

oiganizations. A true love of

their personal best and pro-

r
I

news

DEADLINE
4:00 PM
MONDAY
please support
I our newspaper by
PATRONIZING OUR
advertisers
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Muslim Motivational Speaker Brings

Rambling
With

Hope To Soweto, South Africa

Charles Howard
"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

TAMPA - On April 29,

Today is here, use it.

1999 Jarvis K. El-Amin an

Tomorrow may not come,

internationally known Sales

So don't wait on it."

IB Mif!

Trainer/Motivational Speaker

896-2152

from Tampa, Florida was on a

l mission to bring hope and a
was on tire door not knowing

More unique ways to
stretch a dollar!
Great Giveaways!
You can receive samples

who I was. “That’s all right!”

Smiles. It was a good dance.
*****

of soap, toothpaste, cigarettes-

‘Hite Social Qub’

even cosmetics-by mail in

Presented their Pre-4th of

exchange for telling manufac
turers what you think of their
products. Write to the Mon-

July Dance at the Knights of

eytree Club, Consumer Panel
Department, 417 Water Street,

er Saturday night, July 3rd,

Columbus Hall, 1720 Central

Avenue, St Pete. It was anoth

from 8:30pm until 2am. DJ.
was none other than CJ. He

Task Building, Kerrville,
Texas 78028. Enclose a quar

seemed to have the Knights of

ter for handling and request a

Columbus sewed up, so to
speak. It appears that a brother
left his car in the fence, was

preference form.
After filling out and send
ing the form, you’ll start
receiving regular shipments of

free

goods-no

impatient couldn’t wait so he

climbed the fence and drove
the car through the fence. So
now we have to pay $6 in

strings

attached! Soft of like a year-

round mail-order Santa Qaus!
*****

advance, $7 at the door
because now if you go there,
the groups have to have securi

And now it’s that time of

the week again when we share
newsy tidbits about the past

ty and insurance. The Hite

week’s happenings.
*****

printed tickets at the bottom
reads, “Not responsible for

Social Club are wise. On their

Happy Birthday

vandalism.” Oh well! You pay
for what you get and do. Ha
Ha Ha Ha Ha, “Hello!” It was
so nice seeing my good friend
Betty Jackson as barmaid. The

Today, July 8th, Bette
Hickson, Cynthia Brown,
Donna Mobley; July 9th,

Doris Harvey, Terryal McFad

South Africa and also to tiie
blacks in Soweto.
This was Mt El-Amin’s
second trip to South Africa.
His first tip was in October
1998 and was more of a fact
finding mission that lasted 15

days. “My first trip was a way
to femiliarize myself with the

Curry, Jennifer Harris, Joyce-

Saturday, July 24th, at the

lene Rose.

Knights of Columbus Hall on
*****

Central Ave. Music furnished
by CJ. tiie DJ. This anniver

Happy Anniversary
July 8,1999, Beatrice and

sary dance will be hosted by
the
Omari
Order.
A
B.Y.O.B.-Fqod will be served.
Came ‘R’ is * the president.
Guess what? I will be in
Atlanta ‘Stone’ Mountain for
our family reunion, so this one
I’ll have to miss, but there will
be others, I’m sure.

Tommie Lee, Jr.

*****

' Social Cl ub'Dance

Was what it was all about
Saturday night, June 19th,
when ‘Women on the Move’
Social Club held their dance at
Ihe Knights of Columbus on

Central Ave. and 17th Street

Tampa. They had it going on

Plane Speakin’
Because of favorable

with CJ. as DJ. The, ladies

winds, our flight from Seattle

held a 50/50 give-away with
the lucky winner splitting 1/2

to Kansas City landed 20 min

of $64. Hey! That’s already

the terminal, the head flight
attendant made the unusual

utes early. As we taxied toward

alright, for a dollar. They were
dressed as cowgirls, held bestdressed costume. Two guys

announcement, “Thank you
for flying with us,” she said.

and one young lady won 1st,
2nd and 3rd prize. Hang in

Then she ad-libbed, “When

there, ladies, you’re doing it
*****

should you encounter any
delays, just remember-you

Truckers Club
Saturday night was the
Truckers Club. To my surprise

owe us 20 minutes.”

Bernard Moody’s daughter

it!

flying this airline in the future,

Until next week, jump to

Open Registration
For Fall Classes
AtSPJC
ST. PETERSBURG Open registration for Session I
classes at St. Petersburg Junior

4 p.m. Friday. Registration
sites are located at SPJC’s
Clearwater Campus, Semi

and will continue through Aug.

nole Campus, Tarpon Springs
Center
and
St

21. Qasses begin Aug. 23.

Petersburg/Gibbs

College got under way June 21

Campus,

a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday

and tiie USF St Petersburg.
(The latter’s hours vary slight

through Thursday and 8 a.m.-

ly; please call 893-9584.)

Registration hours are 8

Art Woodard, a FAMU alum
ni and long time supporter of

ticipation of Legal Educational

the recreation of the law school

Program
(MPLE)
was
designed to increase and

“Nothing could be further
from the truth and you can rest

“It turned out that women
and Hispanics outnumbered

assured, that’s not the case,” he

blacks in registration and so

said. It is estimated that only

we noticed that the program
was not doing its job,” Jones

see this support. “All of us

bureau to represent him. The
second part of that mission

who are members of the Flori

and I’m glad that there is unity

da Bar Association. Of that

among us.”

was to make a connection with
black and colored South
Africans. Also to offer training

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer.

and entrepreneurial opportuni

ties.
Mr.
El-Amin
spoke
throughout South Africa at
prisons, churches and at the
local Soweto Mosque where
he conducted Jumuah Prayer.
One of tiie highlights of

the trip was meeting renown
Motivational Speaker/Author
Mervyn Niland who is famous

Black Owned &
Operated

21 Years

ly walked on hot coals and
through a flame of fire,” said
Mr. El-Amin. “It was one of
tiie greatest exercises in over

something to help our brothers

coming fear and doubt”
and sisters in South Africa.”
There were also former El-Amin continued.
inmates present who say the
To that end, Mt El-Amin

experience changed their lives has started a Soweto relief
forever. In spite of tiie new fund and is asking Muslims

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of ,

and poor housing are still wide als to make financial contribu
spread especially in Soweto. I tions. We also need used
visited the squatter camps in clothes and personal care prod
Soweto. The conditions were ucts.
deplorable. There was no elecFor more information on
tricity, no running water and no the events of this trip and the

stoves. “We as Muslims and continued efforts to help,

Harram Court #96
Daughters To Host
Health Fair And
Rummage Sale
TAMPA - On Saturday,

Florida Cancer Education Net

July 10, 1999, plan to come

work will be presenting a sem

out and be a part of this event-

inar at 12:00 noon; USF Blood

fid day with Harram Court #96

Services, Katrina Hojley; the

Daughters of Isis-Pha.

Organ Donor Van; Trey Dun

The women have planned
a informative Health Fair and

woody; the young man in our

! Rummage Sale which will

take place at Prince Hall Affil

community who is in need of a
bone marrow transplant will

be there as well.

iated Bodies Budding, 1708 E.

Columbus Drive, Tampa, FL.
The day has been planned
with a variety of opportunities,
information, food, fun arid a
large selection of items - some

Rent a table, come sell
your goods; try our hot fish
sandwiches, com dogs and

bandy apples; buy jewelry or
clothing; Mary Kay products
will be available and woven

of which you may have been
looking for at tiie Rummage

baskets by Kiki.

Sale. There will be minority

son and Jewell F. Snead, cochairperson.

health
awareness,
Bob
Samuels and members of the

Star 16

featuring

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum

magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

•
•
•
•

Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads

*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe

Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings

and Sunday with Heavenly

Inspirations.

Advertise In Tiie
Paper That's
Challenging Your
Competition

For Advertising Call

327-9792
REQUEST LINE 864-1600
Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
.1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

A chance like this
only conies along
twice a week.

Bell Haugabook, chairper

WAVE 51

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

A-Queen Beauty
Salon

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

327-5241

Robert's Hair Salon
866-7070

■

It s Mega Money. The Florida Lottery’s newest game.

Helen's Beauty Salon

Pick four numbers and the MEGABALL number and you

327-5182

couid win an average of $200,000 every Tuesday and Friday,

Emerald City

It’s the chance of a lifetime... now happening twice a week.

447-4548

nM
09*^

Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available

Who

government crime, poverty and al right-minded individu

Creative-N-style

1

need to support this endeavor,

number, two percent are black

Artistic Hair Fashion

323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Unfortunately, it only benefitted women and Hispanics.

money.
There are 42,000 lawyers

Carla's Hair Affair

Angela's Hair Safari

minorities.

Meanwhile, the number of
blacks registering declined.

BVOeSIQN™

328-1900

of

training and find a speakers

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Yogi's Hair Studio

enrollment

rumor that the two schools
would separated - one for
Blacks and one for Hispanics.

PROFESSIONAL HAIR CARE PRODUCTS

DESIGN!

Rep. Alzo Reddick.
In 1993, the Minority Par

dent Government, is pleased to

recent trip was to do corporate

African Americans must do please call 1-800-2504388.

These young ladies are out of

state, and yet we’re underrep
resented. That’s not right,” said

first couple of years will not be

Dramatic Fire-Walk‘T actual

Will be holding their

school’s programs, we can get
back to the bus in ess of educat
ing our young attorneys,” said

of

large enough to warrant more

El-Amin.
The mission of this most

ladies tips were quiet money.

anniversary Dance 8pm until -

population of 30 percent in the

continuation

said.
Kunga Kihohia, president
of FIU’s North Campus Stu

“That’s alright.”
*****

Watkins; July 14th, Dorothy

and six percent are Hispanic.
“We have a combined

my

the

initially operate both programs
because the student body the

Neavins; July 10th, Toni Bar
ton, Alphonso Squire, Johnnie
genall Baker, July 13th, Pearl

lawyers in the state and with

$10 million will be needed to

country, make contacts and to
access tiie situation,” said Mr.

den, Fyniss Frazier, Martha

Pacman Social Qub

‘We’re very few Black

there.
State representative Alex
Villalobos addressed the

positive energy to corporate

for his seminar on ThriiBig
Fear Into Power, and Ute

M. Adams; July 11th, J. Eure-

Support For FAMU frompg.i
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THE BLAQK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

The Faces Of White Supremacy
bv Dr, Manning Marable
When police officer
Justin A. Volpe and his part

ners arrested Abner Louima,
a 32-year-old Haitian immi
grant, outside a Brooklyn
nightclub one August night

destroy the race by a mix-

Sharpton. When Amadou

icans and only one minority

admission of guilt, Volpe

unarmed black man, Ama
dou Diallo, striking him 19

ture of black blood is an

Diallo was shot 19 times by
officers of a virtually all-

clerk. Although blacks, Lati

showed neither remorse nor
regret. He didn't apologize

times.
But the powerful faces

'effort to destroy western
civilization itself."

white street crimes unit,
Giuliani declared it wasn't

of white supremacy don't

Once the media uncov
ered Senator Lott's relation

pain and suffering they had

always wear the uniform of

ship with the Council of

men of conscience said 'no'

experienced.

to Abner Louima and his
family for the excruciating

racism! When women and

nos and Asians comprise
nearly 20 percent of the na
tion's law school graduates,
97 percent of last year's Su

police officers, Take, for ex

Conservative Citizens, he

to racism on the police force

preme Court clerks were
white. And not surprisingly,

Volpe's expressionless face

ample, the face of Missis

swore that he had 'no first

and were arrested by the

of Clarence Thomas's 33

takenly
believed
that
Louima was the black man

and contemptuous attitude,
it was clear that his only real

sippi Senator Trent Lott, the

hand knowledge' of the or

hundreds in acts of civil dis

clerks he's hired to date, 29

Senate's majority leader.

ganization's views. Yet back

obedience, Giuliani attacked

were white.

who had assaulted him out
side the nightclub. Once

regret was that he was

Lott is an 'honorary mem
ber' of the white suprema
cist Council of Conservative
Citizens, a 15,000 member

in 1992, Lott gave the key
note address at a semiannual

their dignified public protest
as a public stunt! What

Years, ago, white racists
in the Ku Klux Kian used to

national board meeting of

Giuliani does to racial mi

cover their faces with white

Louima was handcuffed, he
was beaten on the way to the

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.

house. From the station
house's main desk, Volpe
and others took Louima to

caught. In Volpe's mind, the
only outrage that had
occurred was that he was
going to jail.
Justin Volpe's faceemotionless, contemptuous,

unrepentant-was a face of

the restroom, forced him to

white supremacy.

strip below the waist, and

Black folk have seen
this same white face of
hatred many times before.

they repeatedly rammed a
stick up his rectum, causing

In order to graduate from college and receive my liberal

shooting 41 bullets at an

Looking at

MEMBER

by Bernice Powell Jackson

sentence. Yet even with his

two years ago, they were
filled with rage. Volpe mis

70th precinct police station

Preparing
Leaders
For The
21st
Century

3

massive internal injuries.

the group. According to the

norities in New York City is

sheets to mask their identi

hate organization. The
Council of Conservative Ci

published account in the

a crime actually greater and

ties. Today, white suprema

Citizens Informer, Senator

more brutal than that com

cists stare at us directly in

tizens was founded in 1985,

Lott stated: "The people in

mitted by Officer Volpe

the face and coolly deny

using the old mailing lists of
the infamous White Citizens
Councils across the South,

this room stand for the right

against Abner Louima. Giu

what they really are. Blacks

principles and the right phi
losophy." Senator Lott's

liani is largely responsible

and other people of color
must stop being defensive or

The Council of Conserva
tive Citizens proudly refers

newspaper column is still
regularly featured in the
Citizens Informer.

for police harassment and

reluctant to openly use the

brutality to occur.
The faces of white

term 'racist' to describe 'ra

cism'.

for creating an environment

to itself as 'pro white'.

next

We saw it in 1963 in the
expression
of

Its quarter newspaper,

The face of white supre

Supremacy can be viewed

Volpe to brutalize Abner

two years, Volpe and his

Birmongham's police, just

attorney claimed his com
plete innocence. Volpe's

before they unleashed their

the Citizens Informer, regu
larly features attacks on

macy can also be found in
New York's City Hall-

from the bench of the U.S.
Supreme Court. Several

Louima? Racism. Why does
Trent Lott align himself be

police dogs at defenseless
black children. We saw it in

'miscegenation' and 'race
mixing'. Last fall, one of the

Mayor Rudolph Giuliani.
Since his election in 1993,

months ago, USA Today
reported that the High Court

hind reactionary white big
ots? Racism. What makes

Throughout the

attorney even crudely sug

gested that Louima may
have injured himself by

Soweto, South Africa, in

paper's regular columnists,

Giuliani has manipulated

1976, when thousands of

racial divisions, pitted eth

engaging in rough anal sex

African young people were

Robert B. Patterson, wrote:
"Western civilization, with

just prior to his arrest!

murdered by white police

all its might and glory,

other, in a calculated effort

Finally, with the weight of

who defended apartheid. We

would never have achieved

evidence overwhelmingly

saw it in the faces of the

against him, Volpe pleaded

New York police Street

its greatness without the
directing hand of God and

guilty in the hopes that he

Crimes Unit officers in 1999
who were charged with

would be given a lighter

motivated

What

has a 'defacto practice' of
racial exclusion in their hir

the Supreme Court's clerks

ing of law clerks. Com
bined, the current nine jus

sissippi's Council of Con

to advance himself and to
maintain power. For years,

tices have chosen over 400

The faces of white supre

clerks during their tenures.

macy may appear to be dif

he has consistently refused

But less than 7 percent have

ferent, but in the last analy

the creative genius of the

to meet with prominent

been minorities. In 1998,

sis, they're all the same.

white race... Any effort to

black leaders such as Al

there were no African Amer-

nic groups against each

look like a meeting of Mis
servative Citizens? Racism.

arts degree, I had to pass a swimming test. My college believed
that swimming was a life skill which was necessary to live in

Good NeWS, Bad NeWS For Black America

the world, just as my studies in economics, literature and biol

by Ron Daniels

1973. While college gradua

porations to build low- and

at 3.9%. In addition, white

enough workers to fill vacan

from the current economic

ogy were.

In a recent edition of
Newsweek Magazine, Ellis
Cose, the author of Rage of
the Privileged Class, penned

tion rates for black males
dipped slightly in 1997 from a

moderate-income housing
and create various economic
development projects. Simul

home ownership is nearly
20% higher than that of

blacks.
Among black young peo

cies in their enterprises, par
ticularly for seasonal summer
jobs. According to an article
in USA Today, resorts, theme

upswing. In order to make
sustained progress towards
the goal of economic well
being for the masses of black

ple ages 20-24, the unemploy
ment rate is still a staggering
16.8% (significantly down
from 24.5 in 1985) compared
to 6.5% for whites and among

parks, hotels and restaurants
are aggressively recruiting in
various European countries
like England, Scotland, Spain,
Poland, the Czech Republic,

people, it is incumbent on
those blacks who are more
well off to invest in improv
ing the lot of the have nots in
the black community. The
healthy trend towards invest
ing in and improving black
communities must be intensi
fied. Pressure must also be
exerted on corporations and
government at all levels to
develop initiatives and pro

All the demographics for the United States in the 21st cen
tury show that our nation will radically change demographically and that there will be no one racial/ethnic group which

will be in the majority. European Americans will be just one

among many groups, and the largest single racial/ ethnic group
is likely to be Hispanic. Yet too few of our educational institu
tions are focusing on this reality and requiring courses which
will prepare leaders to swim in the 21st century realities. Too

an article entitled The Good
News About Black America'.
In essence, Mr. Cose indicates
that the good news is that
Black America is better off

high of 15.4% in 1981 to
13.7%, the rates for black
females rose from 14.5% to
Infant mortality for blacks has
also dramatically declined
from 44 per 100,000 in 1960

taneously, more black profes
sionals are returning to the
black community to make
their skills and expertise
available, and black entrepre
neurs are investing in major

18.5% over the same period.

many of our future leaders are not being required to learn about

than at any time in history.

to 12 in 1997. In addition, the

business and community de

young people

16-19,

Slovakia and Latvia to find

living in a diverse world of many races, cultures and religions.
One program which seeks to prepare 21st century leaders

Ostensibly, this good news is
attributable in large measure

fratricide which has plagued
inner-city black communities

is the Diversity Management Program of Cleveland State
University and the National Training Laboratory. This new
graduate studies program is aimed at a variety of people,

to the tremendous growth in
the U.S. economy in the last
few years. The black middle
class in particular has benefitted from the explosive growth
in the U.S. economy. Overall,

for more than a decade also
seems to be bottoming out.
The homicide rates for blacks
was 28 per 100,000 in 1997
compared with 40 in 1980.
The percentage of black of
fenders declined from 50 per
100,000 to 32 during this

velopment prefects' in a num
ber of cities.
As Mr. Cose suggests,
however, everybody in Black
America is not celebrating.
For all of the progress of the
black middle class and upper
class, black professionals and

only 40% of blacks are in the
labor market compared to
50% of whites. In the Watts
section of Los Angeles, which
is probably typical of many
black inner city neighbor
hoods, 70% of the black men

workers to fill jobs that pay
anywhere from $5.25 to
$10.00 an hour. If black
young people are not being

black executives dp not fair as

including human resource professionals, school administra
tors, law enforcement officials and health care administrators
to help them become facilitators and leaders in the workplace

of the present and the future. As the workforce becomes more
and more diverse, as clients and product markets and member
ship bases diversify, there will be increasing demand for lead
ers who understand themselves and their own culture and who
understand how to relate to people of other races and cultures.
Students in this 18-20 month long program can earn either a

continuing education certificate or a master's degree in psy
chology.
Clearly, this exciting program is just one much-needed
step as we poise our entry into a new century and a new mil

black income is at its highest
level and unemployment at its
lowest

in

nearly

three

decades.

same period.
While much

parts. For example, black

of

the

Some 46% of blacks now

improvement in the quality of

own their homes, and the

life for blacks is due to the
sustained growth in the econ

number of blacks living in
poverty declined to 27% in
1997 as compared to 32% in

well as their white counter

omy, Cose notes that some of

media income reached an alltime high of $34,644 in 1997,

ages

are in prison, on parole or

aggressively recruited by cer
tain categories of businesses
during economic good times,
what can Black America

grams designed to strengthen
the economic infrastructure in

have been under some form of
correctional
supervision.

expect when the economy

the black community.

cools down?

Some 1,400,000 black men in
America, or 13% of the black

Africans in America have
always been the last to be

male population, have lost the

hired in economic good times

Black America cannot
allow the good news of the

progress by. some to obscure
the persistent bad news which
is a daily reality for vast num

but the median income for
whites was $56,022 or
$21,378 more than the medi

right to vote because of felony

and the first fired during bad

convictions.

bers of impoverished blacks

Ironically, while black

times. Hence the good news
for Black America could

an income for blacks. And

young people continue to suf

evaporate rapidly if there is a

inner-cities. We must resolve
that it must be freedom and

who struggle to survive in the

1980. Eighty-eight percent of

this progress is the result of
strenuous self-help efforts by

fer from disastrous levels of

black high school students are

blacks. An increasing number

while black unemployment is
at a 25-year low of 8.9%, it is

substantial slowdown turn in

unemployment, some white

now staying the course to

of black churches have started

still twice as high as white

business, owners are com

the economy. The bad news
would become even worst for

prosperity for everybody or

of the contributions of all races and cultures to this nation, in

understanding different religions, in understanding race and

graduate compared to 55% in

community development cor-

unemployment which stands

plaining that they cannot find

those who have not benefitted

nobody in this nation.

racism should all be pre-requisites for graduation not only for
those who are majoring in African American or Latino/a or

White Guilt, Black Dependence

lennium. But courses in diversity 'management', in the history

Native American or Asian American studies, but for all who
attend our colleges.
And what about at the high school and junior high and ele

mentary levels? All children attending schools in this increasingly-diverse nation, even those who live for the moment in an

by Walter Williams________
During the heady days
of the 1960s that saw civil

participation in society:
"Racial oppression imposes

past, submerged the individ

non-individuality on its vic

ual in his race, de-individu-

so on-principles without

redemption from past sins.
Another part of the bargain

tims, tells them they will

alized him and ultimately

which blacks can never
achieve true equality."

is that blacks get license to
prey on white guilt as a

achieve no self, no singular

ity that will supercede the

obsessed the nation with
group identities, euphem-

means to group power.

work, delayed gratification,
personal responsibility and

individual

achievement,

rights marches, the enact

racial shame that came to
the fore in the civil rights

entirely homogenous town, must learn all of our histories and

ment of the 1964 Civil

era.

should be excited by learning about their own and other cul

Rights Act (soon followed

tures. In this increasingly mobile world, where most of us will
move several times over our lifetimes, and in this increasingly

by the Voting Rights Act),

ing the late 1960s, caring,

Seemingly there's a pact

numerous court battles
fought and won, and the

compassion,

feeling and

between 'redemptive liber

empathy displaced democ

enormously expensive War

ratic principles in public

on Poverty, even the most
pessimistic person would

policy involving race. In
fact, preoccupation with

and

have bet that America's ra

global village marketplace, where a small town business per
son may be suddenly dealing with a client thousands, of miles

and several cultures away, all our children must be educated to
understand and value diversity.
Swimming is a life skill which all should have. So is

interventions have, as in the

used it to assert their hope
for some sort of ultimate

in America's, particularly
liberal America's, collective

Steele argues that dur

freedom and prosperity for

mark of their race." The

ized as 'diversity' and 'multi

There are some tangible

early civil rights movement

culturalism'. But worse than

als' and the 'grievance elite',

results to this deal, some of

was grounded in a freedom-

that is, the black leadership

which are of dubious value.

focused vision that saw the

that for blacks, is that
agency over our own fate

black professionals.
Both make a dogma of

Blacks gain college admis

mark of race as anathema to

has been traded away so that

sion even though their grade

freedom, the individual and

happiness is not something

democratic principles came

white efficacy and black

point averages and standard

the pursuit of happiness; it

we doggedly pursue but

understanding and living in a diverse world. For the leaders of

cial problems would be

to be seen as a failure, a lack

inadequacy that was also the

ized test scores are far be

sought freedom from racial

something the group waits

the 21st century, not to have this life-saving skill will mean

solved by the century's end.

of remorse. Then, as now,

common assumption during

low the norm for the cam

determinism.

for.

Without question black

white liberals felt guilty

the dark days of slavery,

pus, black contractors win

Americans have made his

segregation and Jim Crow.

unprecedented

about America's past racial
injustices that included slav

progress since the turbulent
years of the 1960s. But ac

ery, Jim Crow, lynchings
and gross discrimination, In

and now is that black leader

bids without having to com
pete with white contractors
and many blacks land jobs

ship in that earlier period

based on race rather than

cording to Hoover Institute
fellow Shelby Steele, writ

response to these feelings of

didn't go out and argue that

guilt, whites became more

the assumption was true.

they will be swimming upstream their whole lifetime.

torically

WE WELCOME YOGR
LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

ing in his book, A Dream

Deferred: The Second Be

concerned with national re
demption than with what it

trayal of Black Freedom in

actually takes for blacks to

SEND YOUR LETTERS TO:

America, something went

(Ebe Weekly ClfaUenger

way wrong in black-white

achieve self-sufficiency and
equality.

relations after the 1960s.

Steele writes: "Where

2500 M.L. King St. S.

The book brings together

blacks are concerned the lib

four essays with a common

eral could stand for an engi

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

I remember this well.

Steele offers a general

1940s and
1950s, when I was in junior

prescription for the way out

high and high school, sever
al of my teachers, both

tion. We must recognize that

competitive performance.
Most of these gains accrue

black and white, protested

based on race, sex, ethnicity

the fact that job applications

or some other group griev

to the benefit of the most
privileged blacks, who pa

required racial identifica

ance are always undemocra

tion. Civil rights activists of

tic regardless of the good

rade their least privileged

the time protested it as well.

ness of intentions. Collec

gain

brethren across the stage to

That has all changed; to

tive or group entitlements

agency over black life.
During segregation and
certainly slavery, whites

make their case for prefer

day's civil rights demand ra

offend democratic princi

ences and quotas only they

cial identification in all we

ples just as yesterday's enti

will enjoy.

do whether it's college and

tlements based upon white

job applications or contract

supremacy did. We must

The difference between then

Part of the bargain, it seems,

is that blacks get to be seen
as victims of an unjust soci
ety

while

whites

Steele says that it has

Back in the

of today's racial polariza
collective

entitlements

theme, namely that the ori

neered racial equality, but

used their agency over black
life to assert their superiori

always been the collectiviz

bids or home mortgage ap

understand that civil rights

gins of today's polarized

not for the principles of

ty. In these days of 'redemp

ing mark of race that has

plications.

means an absence of state-

racial politics can be found

merit,

tive liberalism', they have

held blacks back from full

These

excellence,

hard

i

1

race-conscious

erected barriers.
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Dorothy Gilliam

500 Role Models

from pg. 1

from pg. 1

Mr. Freddie Crayton is a
prefect example of a role

order to foster positive changes
in the lives of our children.

model who believes it is his
destiny to give back to today’s

Mr. Crayton has been a
role model at Largo Middle

youth. A school board employ
ee, church and community

School and at Seminole Mid

activist, youth counselor, lec
turer, poet and song writer, Mr.

dle School.
More than 30 schools and

CRayton is also the married

600 young men are currently
participating in Pinellas Coun

father of four children and

ty’s 500 Role Models of

grandfather of one. Juggling

Excellence Project. Goals for

his many responsibilities, Mr.
blended family, school and

the 1999-2000 school year
include ah increase in the num
ber of role models, schools and

community into his highly
acclaimed, “Stop the Violence
campaign. This production

boys involved in the program.
Anyone interested in learn
ing more about this unique

specifically targets our endan

volunteer opportunity may call

gered youth and successfully
integrates the moral and social

Mr. W. J. Bryant, Coordinator,

has

Crayton

successfully

at 538-7176, ext. 1154.

awareness we all must have in

Grandparents
Raising
Children
Support Group
TAMPA - Seniors in Ser
vice of Tampa Bay, Inc. spon

sors an evening support group
for grandparents and other rel
atives who are raising children.
The support group will
meet on Wednesday, July 14
from 7:00 p.m.-8:30 at St.

Joseph’s Hospital, 2001 Dr.
M.L. King Jr. Blvd. W, Con

on-going support group meets
monthly on the second
Wednesday from 7 pin.- 8:30

p.m.
Financial

assistance

is

available for transportation and
childcare. For information call

Carol at 932-5228. Leave a
message and she will return
your call.

ference Room C, Tampa. This

Fundraiser, Drug-Fighter Is
Patients Can Appeal Their
Merchants' 1999 Enterprise Medalist Hospital Discharges
to the presidency of the
International Council of Shop

TAMPA- Melvin F. Sembler, former First Lady Nancy
Reagan’s inspiration for her
war on drugs, a former U.S.

ping Centers, where he served
for a year as its spokesman.

Ambassador to Australia, and

Before he was allowed to

l one of America’s leading

get back; to his business in

shopping center developers,

will become the 16th recipient
of tiie Florida Enterprise
Medal.
He will be honored at the

adviser to President Bush, for

mer Florida Gov. Boh Mar
tinez and now Gov. Jeb Bush.

The . Florida Enterprise

He was finance co-chair

Medal is presented annually to
outstanding entrepreneurs who

man of the American Bicen
tennial Presidential Inaugural

last year’s recipient, Sembler
has given much to help others,

Mel Sembler

and, in 1989, President Bush

couple created Straight, an
adulVadolescent drug rehabili

The 69-year-old Sembler
is chairman of'The Sembler

named Sembler as U.S.
Ambassador to Australia and

tation program that graduated

Nauru.

with a primary emphasis on
fighting illegal drugs that
struck his own family 23 years

more than 12,000 young peo

Company, a $150 million busi
ness that has developed more

ple nationwide before it was
dissolved several years ago.

than 50 shopping centers in
Florida, Tennessee, Georgia

nation’s premier fundraisers
and' has raised tens of mil-

ago.
After one of his and wife

He has also served on former
President Ronald Reagan’s!

and South Carolina, along with

lions-$47 million of it in the

some 50 stand-alone Eckerd

Betty’s three sons developed a

White House Conference for a
Drug-Free America.

drug stores. His devotion and
innovation led him in 1986-87

last two years-as national
finance chairman for the
Republican Party.

problem with drug abuse, the

He is considered one of the

Gibbs Class Of ’59
ST. PETERSBURG -

9th Street South at 7:00 pm.

There will be a class meeting

1959 on Monday, July 12,
1999' at Florida Parent Child

for the Gibbs High Class of

Care Center located at 2332-

to attend. For information con-

tact one of the following num-

We are asking classmates

you feel you’re ready to leave
can be a harrowing experience.

instances, Medicare may con
tinue to pay for your stay in the

of Florida.

gual professionals.

Many Medicare and Medicare

hospital during the review.

questions about your rights or.

HMO recipients don’t 'realize

During the review, your care in
Ihe hospital remains the same.
Florida Medical Quality

the complaint process, please
call the Medicare Hotline at 1800-844-0795 (Mon-Fri., 8

discharge decisions.
As a Medicate beneficiary,

at tiie Renaissance Vrnoy

are. also known for their phil
anthropic contributions. Like

the Medicare PRO in the state

a.m.-5 p.m. EST).Requests
are answered by trained, bilin

committee of George Bush.

Florida’s 83rd annual meeting

burg.

Assurance, Inc. (FMQAI), is

ority

that as a part of their Medicare
rights, they can appeal hospital

co-chairman of the Bush Flori
da Campaign and a drug

Resort in downtown St. Peters

notice. Call FMQAI for a pri

charged from a hospital before

Florida, he was asked to join
the 1988 presidential cam
paign and national finance
Additionally, he was finance

Merchants Association of

TAMPA - Being dis

bers: 867-1612, 327-5470,

In

review,

many

If you have

$

if you feel you are being asked

BEAD A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

Your/

(§■

to leave the hospital before

CJ

you're ready, you should do the

ct>

following:

1). Discuss your concerns

with your physician, patient
representative, or discharge
planner
2). Ask a hospital represen
tative for a written notice of
explanation immediately, if

you have not already received
one. This notice is called a

Notice of Noncoverage. You
must have this Notice of Non

*4

6.25%
FOR
PINELLAS, HILLSBOROUGH, PASCO AND POLK COUNTY
FIRST-TIME HOMEBUYERS

tion (PRO) in the state of Flori

OR
OPTION FOR 4%-5%
DOWN PAYMENT/CLOSING COST ASSISTANCE
GALL

da, Florida Medical Quality
Assurance, Inc. (FMQAI).

FOR A FREE BROCHURE (NO REFINANCES)

coverage if yo wish to exercise
your right to request a review

by the Peer Review Organiza

1-800-806-5154

3). Time is crucial: If you

Housing Finance Authority
of Pinellas County

wish to appeal the decision,
you should do so immediately

EQUAL HOUSING

upon receiving the discharge

OPPORTUNITY

raifaifcirerprpjpi|?rf?rpifgjfcif?)i?jpjpi?j^jpif?4?if?jf?ii?ipiRTpF?.

823-6969 or 327-1462.

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

CARPET SALE
OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW
DURABLE
BERBERS

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

$2"
flB

From

REMANT
BLOWOUT

SQ. YD.

From

■

SQ.YD

Colors^?

Stock

TILE
SSKs CARPET CERAMIC
Best Selection

$399

Up to 40 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

and Prices Anywhere

Priced
From

sq. ft.

WF

SQ.YD.

Ksl

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

WEARDATED II
TEXTURE

HEAVY
TEXTURE

„$499 p $499

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

..,$10"
1
Buy

W

SQ.YD.

CARPET

$799

Up to 80 Sq. Yds. Installed w/Pad

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. eORNEfe4OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

/ was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells’
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?
Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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Floyd Dunn

Rev. Maxwell

from pg. 1

handsome plaques, handling

homeless is the area, Rev.

them as though they were pre
cious newborns in need of ten

Maxwell founded in the area,
Rev. Maxwell founded Grand

der loving care.
Among the venerable
humanitarians evidence of his
invaluable service to his fel-

Avenue Economic Communi

lowman was an array of
ornate, wooden rectangles: the
1998 Medal of Honor “for his

Insurance Company, a minori

Carrying out their obliga
tion of Christian brotherhood

alone in his home. His only

and outreach are these deacons
of Mr. Dunn’s church: Liv

ty-owned finn. “The big insur

known relative is a first cousin
ance companies would not
who also lives here in St
insure Negroes,” recalls Mr.
Petersburg. The Board of Dea
Dunn. In addition to his
cons of the First Baptist Insti
employment and church oblig
tutional Church has become
ations, he was one of the early
his extended family. They
leaders of the NAACP where
check on him almost daily to
he worked tirelessly for the
be sure that Deacon Dunn is all
objectives of that organiza
right
tion-freedom for all.

Farewell Party

gathering involving the faith

outstanding contributions to
improving justice through his
leadership and perseverance in

unemployed. Then, the pastor
worked in collaboration with

for ways to help others,” said
Norweida. He believes that if

seeking permanent housing for

other compassionate local citi

African

the homeless in Orlando” from

zens to shelter the poor whose
only roof was the star studded,

together and help each other,

Association; the 1997 Non

Mr. Dunn, now in the twi
light years of his life, lives

(GAECDC), a non profit cor

poration whose purpose was to
provide affordable housing,

issues concerning the African
American Community, be it a

supportive services, and eco
nomic opportunities, especial
ly for the homeless and the

the 1997 Liberty Bell Award
from tiie Orange County Bar

clients for the Central Life

ty Development Corporation

tional experience all wrapped
in one.”
A very ardent community
activist, Rev. Maxwell is-ever
present at meeting? that treat

community or a meeting
involving elected officials and

tiie Florida Bar Association;

insurance premiums from

from pg. 1

Meritorious Service Award

apartments to the homeless in

ingston Albritten, Marshall

from the Orange County Sher

1996, only putting a mere dent

Brown, Fred Camble, Gary

iff’s

Office, the 1997 Reli

in the overwhelming urgency

Donald, Clinton Falana,
Samuel Footman, Jack High-

for affordable housing for the

smith and Emanuel Stewart

gious Award from the Orange
County Branch of the
NAACP; the 1995 Ministers

Their admiration

of and

of the Year Award from' Lake

respect for their fellow deacon
emeritus is most admirable

County; the 1993 Spiritual

munity.
Those who konw of Rev.
Maxwell and are aware of the

and unexcelled.

Image Award from St Mark
African American Male Image

difference he is making in the
ommunity hail him as truly his

from pg. 1

Banquet; the 1993 Black
Achievement Award from.

brother’s keeper, steadfastly
abiding by God’s command

South Lake County; the 1992

Justice from Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity on Dr. Martin

ment: “Love Thy neighbor as
thyseff” His life, studded with
the three diamonds of justice,
mercy and humility is a shin

Luther King, Jr’s birthday; the
1991 Pastor of the Year Award

ing example for all,” said Paul.
Sonnet, President ofThe Flori

from Frontline Outreach and a
host of others:

da BarAssociation at its Twen

Drum major Award for Social

When

kindly

Rev. Maxwell’s daughter

better for the less fortunate, he
confided in Norweida that he
wished tiie parsonage were
bigger to that he could take in

compassion for the weak; he is
a good example of God’s

some of the indigents, he said.

husband is a very spirited and

Sam’s Qub membership and a

cholesterol screening, plus

entry into a drawing for round
trip tickets for two from United
Airlines!

People in good health, age
17 or older and weighing at

least 100 lbs., can, most likely,
be blood donors. Photo identi8220 North "Dale Mabry,
. .Ration is requested.

the whole race would prosper.

Seniors Can
Participate In
Upcoming ’Stage
Of Gold’ Show

(wt t+nd ‘J, *4
{on, <mvj, tyfc&iMtnn, to

Lt, tyftmntffob-

•on, westf*

ST. PETERSBURG-Pic

50 and 55 plus, if you’re

ture yourself strutting your
stuff on the “Stage of Gold”
by showcasing your extraordi

interested call for more infor
mation at 323-9454. This is

nary talents, or the fashions of

produced and sponsored by
the Mercy Alumni Associa

your choice.

tion.

Attention MWBEs:
Opportunity Is Knocking!
Scenic Set Design, Fabrication & Installation •
The WALT DISNEY WORLD® Resort is seeking local MWBEs (minority and woman-owned business enterprises)
• that specialize in all aspects of Scenic Set Design for new and ongoing projects.

Prospective suppliers must demonstrate the capability to provide
design, engineering, fabrication, delivery and
installation. Projects range from simple portals or
' flats, to complete scenic sets involving wagons,
etc. Many require foam carving and fiberglass
.
work. All require various painting techniques,
some with extensive detailed painting. A proven
track record and portfolio are required.

ty second Annual Reception.

Leona Rigell calls him “a ves
sel of worship unto God; he is
widsom and understanding; he

Qub hot dog, free one-day

Clearwater, 10601 U.S. 19 N.,
Pinellas Park; 2021 West
Brandon Blvd., Brandon;

work

Rev.

were hundreds and hundreds
of homeless people in Orlan
do, his compassion boiled
over, and, longing to make life

All donois will receive aT-

shirt, a coupon for a free Sam’s

7001 Park Blvd., Pinellas
Parlq 2575 Gulf-to-Bay Blvd.,

poorest of the poor in the com

Maxwell realized that there

19 N., New Port Richey.

following Sam’s Qub loca
tions:

paid off Rev. Maxwell found
ed Maxwell Terrace with the

from the Florida Bar Associa
tion; the 1996 Certificate of

Tampa; 15835 North Dale
Mabry, Tampa; and 4330 U.S.

ST. PETERSBURG Tampa Bay’s Warm 94.9 FM
is hosting blood drives at
Sam’s Clubs throughout the
Tampa Bay area on Saturday,
July 10th, between 9am and
3pm. Florida Blood Services’
donor coaches will be at the

distant sky. Finally, his efforts

help of U.S. Congresswoman
Corrine Brown and opened its
severity-five one bedroom

Lawyer Achievement Award

Sam's Club
Blood Drive

politics. “He is always looking

Americans

5

Must have the flexibility and experience to deliver high quality
finished products either working from loose "design intent” materials
or from very detailed instructions and creative direction that include
an accurate schedule for completion.

is power and control; he is. a

The nature of the work requires frequent site visits and continuous dialogue
between contractors and various Disney personnel involved in the projects.
Only MWBEs whose facilities are located in the Central Florida area
will be considered.

love” she said.
Norweida said that her

If your firm meets these qualifications, please forward a detailed letter
of interest to: Jose Nido, Minority Business Relations, Ref. Code:
SPWCSD799, Walt Disney World Resort, P.O. Box 10,000,
Lake Buena Vista, FL 32830.

But wishing didn’t make it Qarowtedgeable man. “During
happen. Therefore, this com
the fourteen years we have
passionate man sought other been married, its been .like
ways to help the suffering.
going to school again: It’s not
Determined to put a roof Only a love experience, but it’s
over the heads of the countless
a life experience and an educa

World® Resort
Welcoming Differences. The Magic Is YOU!
The Walt Disney Company and its subsidiaries and affiliated companies are equal opportunity’ employers.
We encourage diversity' in ail aspects of our business. ©Disney

St. Petersburg Business Development Center
1045 - 16th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: (727) 893-7146 • FAX: (727) 551-3360

July 1999 Training Schedule

July 1999

Georgia Discount:
Meat Market

MONDAY

Your Store

9:00 am-11:00 am
Intro to Small Business
Law by Chamber of

3100 - 5th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
Sunday 8 AM - 6 PM

MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS
DEBIT CARD
CHECK CASHING

WE GLADLY
ACCEPT
EBT CARDS

WE DELIVER
FREE OVER
$30.00

5

CLOSED FOR
INDEPENDENCE DAY

12

19

2 slabs Ribs • 5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Leg Qrts. • 5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. Ground Beef • 2 Pkgs. Hot Dogs

6

7

13

14

6:00 pm-7:00 pm
Occupational Licenses &
Permits by City of St.
Petersburg*

21

20

27

4:00 pm-6:00 pm
How to Collect on Bad
Checks by State Attorney’s

28

Office*

Drumsticks!

Leg Qrts.

Wings

Buy 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Get 5 lbs.

Buy 5 lbs.
Get 5 lbs.

FREE

FREE

FREE

5 lbs.
End Cut
Pork
Chops

$2.99

$6.99

$4.99

$4.99

16

22

11:00 am-1:00 pm
How to.Start A Business
by USF-SBDC**

|

*

23

Collard
Greens

‘Call (727) 893-7146 to register.
“Call (727) 893-9686 to register.
Schedule and classes are subject to change, please call to confirm classes.

29

2:00 pm-4:00 pm
Minority/Women Owned

Business Certification
by City of St. Petersburg?’

Unless otherwise indicated, all classes are FREE to the public.

Bunch or
Bag

$1.99
Cilycr St PsterstWf

o

FREE 6-Pack Beer
Chicken

15

co

26

tor $2599

Chicken

9

9:00 am-11:00 am
Intro to Small Business
Accounting by Chamber
of Commerce*

2:00 pm-5:00 pm
Researching Business
Opportunities w/the
Gov’t by Largo Electronic

6:00 pm-7:00 pm
SBA Programs and
Services by U.S. Small
Business Administration**

8

11:00 am-1:00 pm
How to Write a Business
Plan by USF-SBDC**

Commerce Center*

1 Bottle 18 oz. B.B.Q. Sauce • 1 Bag Ice

Chicken

2

Commerce*

(727) 328-7768

Mon. - Sat. 8 AM - 9 PM

FRIDAY

THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

1

I
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1999 Mobile African-American Women
On Tour Conference Returns To Atlanta

By; Allene Gammage Ahmed

Designed specifically for the Woman That You Are

Marilyn Vines (left) looks on as Kathryn Hall
(right) holds DiMonte Lacy, the 700th baby born
to the Birthing Project's Phoenix Chapter.

Rev. Bernice A. King

Sheryl Lee Ralph

SAN DIEGO, CA - The

ly DI Family Care, sponsored

Mobile African American

by The Healthy Caregiver

experts through the prepara
tion of their business plans.

Women on Tour (AAWOT)

magazine, that addresses the
responsibilities a growing

have the opportunity to discuss

conference returns to Atlanta,
GA at the downtown Atlanta

Hilton & Towers, Friday,
August 27-Sun., August 29.
AAWOT offers an impressive
line-up of internationally
renowned
speakers
on
women's issues including the
Reverend Bernice King who

opens on Friday evening;
actress Sheryl Lee Ralph on
Saturday, and renowned

Chelsi Rogers

number of women face
administering the health care

Tour addresses tiie profound

and estates of their aging and
illness-stricken family mem

love, sex and passion when
Drs. Ronn Elmore and BRenda Wade, authors and national
ly recognized authorities on

bers. Panelists offer advice on

male/female

relationships,

managing medical care,
finances, estate planning and

moderate the “living With
Love...In Love,” Forum on
Saturday afternoon.

es and domestic violence, to
heading households single-

family relations.

Black Enterprise magazine
gospel vocalist Shirley Caesar joined ranks to address the dire
on Sunday.
need for African Americans to
AAWOT offers a forum
on preventive health, present

WHEELING, WV - The

petition and no experience

ed by Heart & Soul magazine,
The Kellog Company and

search is on!!! Pageant offi

necessary. Entrants who quali
fy must be ages 13 thru 19 as

Johnson & Johnson; and an

wealth. They will present
basic and advanced work
shops on investment strategies,
portfolio management and

extensive offering of work

estate planning.

young women to participate in

ofAugust 1,2000, never mar

shops

the 1999 Miss Florida Teen All
American Pageant to be staged

ried and a resident of the State

mother/daughter relationships,

of Florida. College dorm stu

internet commerce and leader-

December 11th and 12th,
1999, at the Radisson Resort in
Daytona Beach. The Miss
Florida Teen All American

dents are eligible.

To apply, send a recent
photo, name, address, tele
phone number, date of birth

Pageant is an official prelimi . and a short bio by fax or mail
nary to Miss Teen All Ameri to: Dept. A-Miss Florida Teen
can, now in its 22nd year, rec All American, 603 Schrader
ognized as the foremost teen Ave., Wheeling, WV 26003pageant in the country with a 9619, fax 1-304-242-8341.

success rate unmatched by any
Contestants are judged on

poise and personality in three

categories: Evening Gown,
Swimsuit and Personal Inter

view. There is no talent com

ranging

from

active activities to promote
self-discoveiy and personal

actively save, invest and build

empowerment
Now in its ninth year of

presenting national empower
ment conferences for Black

Mobile Oil will present a
series of workshops on busi

ness development, facilitated
ship effectiveness, to health fit- by Kimberly Johnson, author

ness and self-esteem building -. offlie Start ofSomething BIG;
all designed to enrich the per Yvonne Jackson, Peninsula
sonal and professional lives of Bank; and SBA’s Darlene
Black women.
McKinnon., Using Mrs. John
New

to

lineup,

its

forum ton during this 2-day “Small Busi
. Managing Elder andTerminal- ness Institute,” participants
AAWOT offers to

Black women face- from heal

ing the wounds of sexual abus

handedly.”
“When yo u add in learn
ing how to better handle the
subtleties of sexism and racism
on the job/nanaging stress and
promoting wellness, AAWOT
delivers an awesome, life-

transforming weekend experi
ence,” Maria states.

African American Women
on Tour is* title sponsored for

women, African American
Women on Tour will visit three

the second year by Mobil Oil
Corporation and is co-spon
sored by American Airlines,

other cities in 1999, including
Brooklyn, NY, July 9-11;
Chicago, D, July 30-August 1;

Emerge magazine, JC Penny
Johnson & Johnson, The Kel

and Washington, DC, August
20-22.

Longabetger

expense paid-trip to Miami
where she will compete in the
22nd Annual Miss Teen All
American Pageant

Deadline to apply is July
23,1999.

volunteers
Wanted For
Mrs. Florida
America Pageant

-

The

of Pinellas and Pasco Counties

recently announced its newest
Board member, Pamela Keehn
Iusi, Training Adjunct at Eck

erd College, St Petersburg.
Pamela is a professional
trainer and facilitator who has

trip to New York City for a
special photo shoot, a gift

1999 ESSENCE and McDon

Mahogany greeting cards. St

selection of Essence Books for
Children, and a year’s supply

twofold-to help guide women
on their healjng journeys, as
well as offer realistic strategies

ald’s Look at You, Happy
Face! Contest. The contest,

of McDonald’s Happy Meals.

Kitts & Nevis Department of
Tourism, United States Postal

which was announced in the

Service, Upscale magazine,
Federated Department Stores

September 1998 issue of

and Walt Disney World.

readers to nominate a child 3 to

tured in both the August and
September 1999 issues of
ESSENCE. ESSENCE and
McDonald’s believe children

mission

for managing tiie challenges

works with the Electronic
Comerce Resource Center as

Martin Marietta Corporation.
She has worked successfully

adjunct to Eckerd College,
providing training in electronic

with government agencies,
local colleges and state pro

commerce for small business
es.

grams to assist people caught

In the past, Pamela has

able educational and financial

served in both management

support.
Currently she lives in Clearwa

and training roles with GE and

-

The

Company,

New Board Of Directors Member
For Resource Center For
Women:
---------------------------——
SEMINOLE

N.J.

Company,

log

will be guided by a panel of

Resource Center for Women

PLAINFIELD,

Four-year old Jamiyah J. A
Slaughter is the winner of tire

is

AAWOT’s

son, comprehensive workbook

and far-reaching concerns

The winner will receive a

host of prizes including an

other.

AAWOT offers girls’,
boys’ and young women’s
Rites of Passage programs that
utilize visualization and inter

Ariel Mutual Funds,
Charles Schwab & Co. and

Miss Florida Teen
Contestants Wanted
cials have begun the search for

Conference attendees will

for their daily lives. According
to its creator and executive
producer, Maria Dowd,
“African American Women on

Look At You
Happy Face

in downsizing to utilize avail

ESSENCE magazine, asked

7 years old who has an excep
tionally happy face.

Slaughter will also be fea

who read are happy children
and are proud to sponsor a

Slaughter, of Plainfield,

contest promoting joy and lit
New Jersey, was declared the ' eracy in childhood. Left to
grand prize winner after right Patricia Hinds, director,

receiving the most votes from
a panel of ESSENCE judges.

Essence Books; Slaughter, and
Angela Adderley, owner/cper-

The winner and a parent
received a three-day, two night

ator of McDonald’s of Plainfield, New Jersey. .

ter with her husband, Mark

and her son, Dylan.

We Welcome Your Letters1 to the Editor

" Our hope for creative tiving...ties in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
socialjustice."

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

helped people and organiza
The Mrs. Florida America
Pageant is looking for judges
and volunteers for county
pageants that will be held in

your area in the month of
October. The Mrs. Florida

Pageant is the only televised

pageant for married women in

ful, poised, articulate and ver

tions make career and corpo

satile. “A Pageant with a Pur

rate changes for over nine
years. She joins the Board as a

pose” the Mrs. Florida Ameri
ca Pageant has donated thou
sands of dollars to statewide
charities via ticket sales of the

county
pageants.

and

statewide

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon — T.C.B. - Bantu

representative for the Junior
League
of
QearwaterDunedin to support the shared
mission of improving the lives

of women and children in our

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

community through volun

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

year, the Mrs. Florida is the

teerism, community aware

Telephone: 323.-8649

preliminary to the Mrs. Amer

volunteering may visit our

ness and partnerships.

ica Pageant. The Mrs. America website at http://www.mrsSystem is dedicated to proving. florida-america.com and send
that America’s 60 million us e-mail or call Pageant
married women are, beyond a Headquarters at 800-898doubt, extraordinarily beauti- 3390.

Pamela is a staff member
for Right Management Con

sultants, assisting people in
transition to assess their skills
and accomplishments. She

9^1

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!!
Even Leather!
Brand new arrival of Summer Sandals!
Trucks arriving daily!

50,000 PAIRS OF SHOES IN STOCK
& many more

NINE WEST

REEbok

t
SHOE
FACTORY;-,) EL

■»

ST. PETERSBURG

From not being able to see due to

eoLauzinq in hfic fates!

glaucoma. Pressure in the eyes down
in one week. From l6 to 7 and getting

air.

are for

(Across from Tyrone Square Mall)

TAMPA
1216 E. Fowler Ave.

Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9

813-979-0999

Suh. 11-6

Limited Quantity on Some Styles & Brands

-s'
"Y

better every day. —

Johnnie Mack

From a Size 16 dress size to a
Size 10 in one month.

the Entire ^Jamifij
1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713
(727) 827-3951 • (727) 827-0679
SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owrier
Call for Appointment * Walk-Ins Welcome
Hours of Operation:
Monday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Closed Sunday

6754 22nd Avenue N.

727-344-0999

SIZZLING
STYLES

mes

Testimonials from
people you may know —

SHIRLEYS BEAUTY
PALACE
an

Ancient Health Miracle for Modern Ti
Simply NON!
Sadie Marie's
NONI Corner:

3427 - 11th Avenue North

Those interested in obtain
ing more information about

the state of Florida. In its 24th

TAKE A LOOK

— Hurry, Hurry

From stress to high energy,

Fluid from Lupus. — D.O.
12 Yrs. of pain, going to pain therapy every day.

In 2 wks. pain free.

— J.B.B.

Chronic asthma, immediate relief —

D. Walker

To Find Out How to Consume This Product lor FREE, Contact:
DISTRIBUTORS

THE
HOTTEST
LOOKS

MAKING
WAVES

Joknnie Mack - 896-7557 • Sadie Martin - 327-5008
Elaine Hopkins - 327-5992 • veronica Allen - 327-8554
USiinylnq cdbofis, edit, aMt &

.............J

to tFiz
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Middleton Class Reunion

St.
Petersburg
Times
Appoints

c°

New
Marketing
Director
ST. PETERSBURG - Ed

Cassidy has been hired as mar
keting director of the St.
Petersburg Times. For the past

five years, Cassidy has been in

charge of marketing for tiie

Advertising and Circulation to
drive new sales and increase

ers who assisted. Music was

Lowry Park with a very well

“We had a number of very

Middleton High School of
Tampa that was held June

Jacquelyn Pedrosa, and Master
of Ceremony was Alphonso

of Faith Community Bible

played by our DJ.

prepared feast. Again, success!

strong finalists for this posi

Hats off to the preparers.

23rd-26th at the Holiday Inn,

Ball, Jr. Welcoming Address

On Saturday morning,

time of Worship. Qassmates

After the picnic, it was

tion,” said Tunes publisher
Judith Roales, who led the

nationwide search, “but Ed’s
energy, enthusiasm and cre
ativity really captivated us all

classmates attended breakfast

attended the New Hope MB.

Thursday was a ‘Get
Acquainted’ at the Greater
Tampa Assoc, of Realtors.

Sneed. A Reading was given

at the Golden Corral on
Fowler, and Saturday night at

Church with the Rev. T.W.

the distance to make this

Jenkins, Pastor. Qassmates

Reunion a ‘Success’.

the Greater Tampa Assoc, of

were greeted with open arms

HATS OFF TO ALL OF

Realtors, it was let’s get it on. It

by church members. We, the
Qass of the 1969 Middle High

THE MIDDLETON CLASS

by Pastor Bernard Mason,
with Prayer by Theodore
Royal. Qass History was by
Margaret Williams O’Neal.
Classmates and Teachers

Friday night was the ban
quet at the Holiday Inn, Ash
ley, Downtown, where many

classmates attended from Cali
fornia, Texas, New York, New

remembered were Maxine
Hill Woodside, Vanderlyn

Jersey, Tennessee, Washing

Manuel Owens and Iola Qark

ton, Maryland, Geoigia and
other states and cities: Ttiwas

Addison.

Pastor Bernard Mason

Come in and meet the chef &
Manager, Jack, and try our
good Southern home cooking
once and you will be back.
Guaranteed!!
Stamps & Money Orders

was on! The dance was well
attended by classmates of ‘69,

‘67-’68 and ‘70. Our dear
loved one Ronita Bludsaw
Durant was honored for her
loyalty and hard work in mak
ing this Reunion a success.

-Warren Buffet

Jenkins was very uplifting.

On the bus ride back
home, we sang songs that were

everywhere you looked the
dinosaurs were eating some

thing or another.

Breakfast served till 12pm
Dinners served till 6pm

2 lbs. Uncle John
Sausage
2 lbs. Pork Chops
2 lbs. Ham
1 lb. Bacon
1 lb. Beef Liver
1 Loaf Bread
1 Bag of Grits
1 Bag Grits
FREE Dozen Eggs &
Gallon Juice

$16.79

$39.99

Southern Delight

The 20 lb. Special

5 lbs. Turkey Necks
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
5 lbs. Pigs Feet
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
4 lbs. Ground Beef
4 lbs. Pork Chops
(end cut)
3 lbs. Hog Maws
FREE Collard Greens

4 lbs. Turkey Necks
4 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
4 lbs. Pigs Feet
4 lbs. Chicken Quarters
FREE Gallon Juice
or 2-Liter Soda

$29.99

Sandwich Plan

$11.99

songs called War.

old fashioned and new. Most
of the old-fashioned songs

were by The Temptations and
The Commodores. The new
songs consisted of Master P,
JA Rule, 112 and things like

that.

While waiting in line for The

We had a really good time.
One day you should go to

Hurricane, we got a chance to

MOSI with your parents and

check out a very neat mecha
nism called the Energy Pinball.

experience the fun and educa
tional climate. I’m sure you’ll

I was amazed at how much
force you needed just to make

love it Our camp has two great
instructors by the name of

the Pinball start up.
Debra Woodard and Frank
We left that section and Martin.
went to another called The
Well, write and tell me
Imax Dome Theater: We saw a what you’re doing for the sum
preview for a movie called T- mer. Bye.
Rex. That movie had me pret-

(Dux Customexs
axs. $1
We Deliver Over $25

.

•P’-F'C

B A*M .

Rib Tips
Buy 5 lbs. for $3.99
5 lbs. more for $6.99

Chicken Wings
Buy 5 lbs. for $8.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .99 lb.
Case of Wings for $28.99
Chicken Leg Quarters
Buy 5 lbs. for $3.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .69 lb.
Case of Leg Quarters for $10.99

Chicken Drumsticks
Buy 5 lbs. for $6.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .89 lb.
Case of Drumsticks for $18.99

Fresh Neck Bones
Buy 5 lbs. for $4.79
Get 5 lbs. more free or .79 lb.

Open 6 days 6:30am-8pm
Sunday 6:30am-7pm

•

a-

Ground Beef Chuck
$1.69 lb. or 5 lbs. for $6.79

Cube Steaks $2.99 per lb.

Beef Stew $2.59 per lb.
5 lbS. for $10.99

Smoked Bacon
Buy 5 lbs. for $8.79 or $1.99 lb.
Case of Bacon for $27.99
Center Cut
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.99 or $2.19 lb.

Pork Chops (end cut)
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.79 or $1.79 lb.

Smoked Neck Bones
Buy 5 lbs. for $4.49
or .99 lb.

Pork Chops (centercut)
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.79 or $2.19 lb,

Uncle John Sausage
1 lb. for $2.59
5 lbs. for $10.79
1 case for $18.99

Turkey Necks
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.49.
Get 5 lbs. free or .69 lb.

T-Bone Steak $2.99 per lb.

1 lb. Boiled Ham
1 lb. Spiced Ham
1 ib. Bologna
1 lb. Hog Head Cheese
1 lb. American Cheese
FREE Loaf Bread
and Gallon Juice

left and listened to our favorite

. After church, classmates

(727) 822-7028

Barbecue Bash

$10.99

Sass a colleague,
Risk a loss;
He may wind up
As your next
boss.

1040 - 16th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

10 lbs. Chicken Wings
10 lbs. Leg Qtrs.
10 lbs. Drumsticks
3 lbs. Ground Beef
1 Slab Ribs
2 Packs of Hot Dogs
5 lb. bag of Charcoal
Bottle of Barbecue
Sauce
FREE 6-Pack Old
Milwaukee

$10.99

section much, because almost

MF.AT DEPARTMENT

Breakfast Basics

4 lbs. Turkey Necks
4 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Fresh Neck
Bones
4 lbs. Chicken
Quarters

and the New Hope Church
family for all their hospitality
and the sermon of the Rev.

couldn’t eat another bite, so we

THREE BROTHERS MARKET

Hot Food Kitchen
Home Cooked Dinners

3 Brothers Special

OF 69. GOD BLESS YOU
ALL AND KEEP YOU ALL
UNTIL WE MEET AGAIN!

School, thank the Rev. Jenkins

selves silly. We were so full we

was take a look back in time to
a place called Jawsome
Dinosaurs! I didn’t like that

cane rides, we experienced the
winds sounds and destruction
of what a big hurricane can do.

so B. Livingston, Asst. Pastor

was given by Roszita Carter

The first adventure we did

paper’s outside advertising
agency.

Mistress of Ceremony was

Ashley Plaza.

lunch where we stuffed our

Afterwards, we left and

gathered for a family picnic at

We went to Pizza Hut for

shop.

went to a section called The
Hurricane. During the Hurri

‘Thumbs Up Nita’ and to oth

beautiful things there, but my
budget was $10.

chance to take a look at the gift

readership and direct the news-

introduced the Speaker, Alfon

stone is a light Amethyst
(June). They had a lot more

because there were a lot of

home state of Hawaii.

Affairs and Public Relations
staff. He will also work with

a necklace and a ring that had
my birthstone in it. My birth-

Tampa, there was a delay

people. Before our wondrous

Research, Events, Corporate

need to protect it.
After the movie, we went
to the giftshop, where I bought

SPJC bus. When we arrived in

journey began, we got a

the existing Creative Services,

ty scared. The movie we actu
ally saw was a movie called
The Living Sea. I was amazed
at how many beautiful crea
tures live under the sea. I now
can appreciate the beauty of
the ocean and see why we

church and boarding on a big

Honolulu Magazine in his

see a marketing department of
about 25 people that includes

farewell to those who traveled

um of Science and Industry) in

The field trip started with
the campers meeting at the

tion at the 7&wes> he will over

Sunday morning was a

the camp earned the campers
on a field trip to MOSI (Muse

keting for several at major
movie studios in Los Angeles

In this newly created posi

Church, Miami.

This week’s Kids Comer is
about summer camp at Prayer
Tower C.O.G.LC. Last week,

Tampa I was fortunate to be a
part of that experience.

Arts and Sciences since 1988.
He also was editor/publisher of

indeed a joyful time.

by Khana A. Riley

Nashville Tennessean. Previ
ously, he had worked in mar

and has been a member of the
Academy of Motion Picture

TAMPA - it was a griuiu
Reunion for the 1969 Qass of

All Lunchmeat $2.49 lb.
Except Liver Cheese $2.99 lb.

Turkey Wings
Buy 5 lbs. for $5.49.
Get 5 lbs. free or .69 lb.

Ox Tails
Buy 5 lbs. for $9.79 or $2.49 lb.

Turkey Breast
$3.99 per lb.

T££

XotflSXi.

ax (zsh

D/lk (t aus tfis xlafit meat pLan pox you!

7

We meet or beat any advertised
prices in Meat Department!

Southside Star
5 lbs. Neck Bones
3 lbs. Ground Beef
3 lbs. Pork Chops (end cut)
5 lbs. Leg Quarters
5 lbs. Pigs Feet
5 lbs. Sliced Bacon
3 lbs. Turkey Necks
FREE Juice and Eggs
$29.99

St. Pete Star
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
4 lbs. Smoked Bacon
3 lbs. Pigs Feet
3 lbs. Turkey Necks
3 lbs. Neck Bones
FREE Juice and Loaf Bread
$25.99

Hungry Brothers Plan
5 lbs. Pork Chops (End cut)
5 lbs. Fresh Neck Bones
5 lbs. Turkey Necks
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. Chicken Legs
5 lbs. Sausage
5 lbs. Hog Maws
5 lbs. Chicken Wings
3 lbs. Sliced Bacon
3 lbs. Fresh Pig Tails
3 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
2 lbs. Country Sliced Ham
2 lbs. Smoked Turkey Wings
2 lbs. Stew Beef
1 Slab Ribs
FREE 6-Pack Old
Milwaukee, Spaghetti,
Gallon Juice, Eggs
$79.99

St. Pete Superman
1 Case Uncle John Sausage
1 Case Chicken Leg Qrts.
10 lbs. Baby Ribs
5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. . Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Livers
5 lbs. Ground Beef
5 lbs. T-Bone Steak
5 lbs. Ox Tails
5 lbs. FreSh Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Stew Beef
5 lbs. Bacon
5 lbs. Rib Eye Steak
5 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
5 lbs. Pork Chops (ctr. cut)
FREE Bag Collard
Greens, Gal. Juice, Doz.
Eggs, Case 16 oz. Colt 45
$159.99

South Side Meat Lover
3 Brothers Favorite
10 lbs. Turkey Necks
10 lbs. Chitterlings
10 lbs. Turkey Wings
5 lbs. Pork Chops (center cut)
10 lbs. Chicken Wings
5 lbs. Chicken Quarters
10 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
5 lbs. Chicken Drumsticks
10 lbs. Leg Quarters
5 lbs. Ground Beef
10 lbs. Hog Maws
5 lbs. Cube Steaks
5
lbs.
each Ground Beef, Beef
5 lbs. Turkey Wings
Ribs,
Pork Chops, Bacon
5 lbs. Chicken Gizzards
5
lbs.
Smoked
Neck Bones
5 lbs. Smoked Neck Bones
FREE
1
Bag
Collard
Greens,
4 lbs. T-Bone Steaks
Gallon
Juice,
4 lbs. Rib Tips
1 Case 16 oz. Colt 45
FREE ICase 16 oz. Colt 45
$89.99
$79.99
fc-------------------------------------
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North Central Florida *^
Society In
Ocala

by Chris Eversole

by
Florence Williams Ray
Marion County Invents

For more information, call

August is National Inventors Month. The Ocala Public
Library and the Science Dis
covery Center are. looking for
inventors to participate in

(352) 629-8551. David Wor
den is Information Services

County

Music Concert

‘Marion

Invents!

Coordinator.
*****
Alternative Saturday

tions’.
The date is August 14,
1999, at 2pm at the Ocala Pub

Music Conceit will be held on

at the Ocala Public Library and
the Discovery Science Center.
Forms must be returned by

July 17, 1999, at Tuscawilla
Youth Center in Ocala. The
time is from 8pm through
12pm. The concert is $2 per

person for ages 13-18 years.

deaths involving tractors and

go a long way toward making

machinery.

Lehtola said. “ROPS provide a
zone of safety, and seat belts

it safer.

For children, Ihe top cause
of death was falling off equip

hold drivers in the zone.
Together, they can prevent 99

ment or becoming entangled
in it, accounting for five of the

percent of deaths from tractor

new study of deaths on Flori

20 deaths.
‘It’s tempting for a farmer

da’s farms and ranches over 10

to let his kids ride with him, but

years.
Atotal of 211 adults and 20
children died in Florida agri
culture from 1989 to 1998, ac

you never know when your
son or daughter is going to slip
and fall under the wheel of
your tractor or get caught in
your mower,” said Carol

farms and ranches across the
state. At least 74 of the deaths

bands for teenagers. The con
cert is drug and alcohol free.

among adults involved ma
chinery, including tractors
overturning and crushing their
drivers, according to the study

conducted by USF’s Karen
Liller for the Deep South Cen
ter for Agricultural Health and

tial scholarships for the Young

Naturalist Summer Camps

activities for children to enjoy.

Registration for the camps
and scholarships is open for
children ages 6-10. The camps

older tractors with roll bars can

701 N.E. Sanchez Avenue.
There will be two alternative

ing gopher tortoise burrows,
the Young Naturalist Summer
Camp offers a diversity of

July 12-23,1999.

buckling up and retrofitting

drownings would increase

cording to the study, the first
ever conducted on deaths at

Bok Tower
Gardens Offers
Scholarships
Tower Gardens is offering par

drowned. Adding in those

The Center is located at

July 30,1999.

LAKE WALES - Bok

GAINESVILLE-Florida

agriculture is dangerous, but

of South Florida involved in a

The second Alternative

inventions.
Entry forms are available

organizing

Environmental educator

Cheryl Graffam will serve as

is deciding how to categorize

resemble roll bars in race cars.

deaths in which tractors fell

‘Tractor accidents occur at

NEW YORK, NY- Chris
Rock will unveil his all-new
stand-up act in an exclusive
HBO comedy event shot June
17-19th at the legendary Apol
lo Theatre in Harlem. ‘Chris

age, ‘Cool, Crawling Things’.

Lowry Park Zoo in Tampa,

Rock: Bigger & Blacker’

‘A Preference for Plants’

was a raptor/speaker at Busch

will encourage children to see
plants as they never have
before. Participants will learn

Gardens and designed and

debuts Saturday, July 10th, on
HBO, immediately following

implemented a zoologist pro

the debut of the blockbuster

gram for children as part of the

‘Lethal Weapon 4’.
‘Chris Rock: Bigger &

return to HBO for its fourth

Blacker’ is his third comedy

weekly show features Rock’s
signature high-energy blend of

8:30am-ll:30am on the fol
lowing dates:
• July 12-16, 6-8 years of

age, ‘A Preference for Plants’.
• July 19-23,7-10 years of

up close and personal look at

leaves and more.
‘Cool, Crawling Things’

Naturalist Camp and scholar
ship, call the Curator of Educa

explores the fascinating world

tion at 941-676-1408, ext. 16.

of insects, spiders and snails.

Space is limited, so register

Participants will discover fun

facts about insects, like why

soon.
Bok Tower Gardens, a

butterflies taste with their feet

National Historic Landmark,

The New York Times

Students will be involved

is located three miles north of

described Chris Rock as
“probably the funniest and

travel agent for a seed, take an

in hands-on activities focusing

historic,

on the environment and the

Wales.

wildlife that thrives in different

ecological habitats. From art
classes to visiting and monitor-

1999 NaiioMfCrime PievCMion Countii

This kid’s
being sentenced
to life

downtown

Lake

special for HBO and follows
his groundbreaking 1996

smartest comedian working
today”, while Vanity Fair
called him “young, gifted and
the funniest man in America.”
Rolling Stone observed, “The

season this September. The

comedy, music and talk, with

Pain’. DreamWorks Records
will release a CD co-produced

politics and other fields. ‘The

Can i aooyy^^REVtNf and.wbf
send,*'of» a free booklet on how
you andvour cfxninuniry can keep '
kids away from'crone and crime
away frpnykids. - ,

1-800-WE prevent!

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

. Zip Code

Phone__
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.
Due to the rising costs of printing
Carrier Delivery will now be:

1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

; w w w . w e p r e v e n4 .orgl

Joli Tour Cruises, Inc.
At the Business Center
3300 S.W. 34th Ave. • Suite 160 #2 • Ocala, FL 34474

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS
4 PM
MONDAY

Licensed & Bonded
(800) 224-3302

mother, who listened to noth

Trini Triggs

ing else. As a second grader,

since the legendary Charley

when he took his country
music act on the road in the

Pride has country music made

early 1990s. He tested the

way for a black superstar. But
the popular new singer Trini

waters by booking himself into
the honky-tonks of small,

Triggs is looking for room at
the top as his talent, good

remote towns throughout
Texas. “There were a few

looks, and charm win more

stares at first,” he says, “but as
soon as I started to play it did

GOLDEN, COLO - Not

to,

MM
(ft, typtm/V'Xtet'',

fans every day.
Of all tiie popular music

n’t matter anymore.”
Some in the country music

Send your letters to:

forms in America today, coun
try music often is called the

The Weekly Challenger

most ethnically homogenous -

for black performers to make a

with virtually all white per
formers and fens. Triggs was

breakthrough-

St. Pete, FL 33707.

well aware of the color barrier

industry say the time is right

The

Black

Country Music Association
was formed in 1997 and began

he was encouraged to sing in

front ofthe class by his teacher.
Triggs performed in every
school play and talent show, hi

high school, he organized and
played in bands that mixed
rock and country.
As a breakthrough artist,

Triggs is accumulating numer
ous “firsts” in his career. But
there’s no question he will be
happy with “second” when it
comes to achieving Black
superstar status in country
music.

Celebrate Black History
with

The Great Kings
&
Queens of Africa

&

Portraits

seller.

Address

It takes you—
and programs that work.

idol, Charley Pride.
A Louisiana native from
the small town of Natchi

book ‘Rock This’ was a best

Name__

LESS CRIME IS
NO ACCIOENT

He even sings a duet with his

Home Video in late summer.
In addition, Rock’s 1997

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705

State.

of two-step dance tunes and
ballads in country classic style.

Best of the Chris Rock Show’
will be released on HBO

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

City------

performs an entertaining mix

His hit late-night talk show,
‘The Chris Rock Show’, will

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

A good one,

of the Rhythm Tour.
On Triggs’ new album he

honesty, anger and charm.”

guests from entertainment,

Tuesday, July 13th.

performers on the Coors Roots

magic formula for Chris Rock
has been his mix of street logic,

Emmy winner ‘Bring the

by Rock and Prince Paul on

tion he is one of the showcase

A

2500 9th Street. S.

Alachua County Community
Education Program.
To register for the Young

how to make paper, become a

-W-

roll-over protective structures,

Chris Rock:
Bigger & Blacker'

He has released his debut
album “Trini Trigg?.” In addi

toches, Triggs learned his love
of country music from his

with it,” Lehtola said. The
pieces of equipment that make

or ROPS-metal structures that

United States.
Triggs is on the star track.

The reality is he or she can fall

ences.
“As for tractor overturns,
equipment is available to pro
tect against them, but many
older tractors aren’t equipped

tractors safer are seat belts and

being seen throughout the

then.
A classic scene of Ameri
can nostalgia is a farm child

off and get killed.

Safety.
filler calls this a prelimi
nary finding, because she still

More and more black country
acts are on the scene, and

many tractors built before

Food and Agricultural Sci

"Cruise With the Experts"

CRUISE VACATIONS on SALE
Fall Holiday
Best Prices Now!

All Major Critise Lines
Fundraisers Available
(352) 237-2881

in

artists to record producers.

seat belts since 1985, but farm
ers and ranchers still are using

riding a tractor in an open field.

showcases

Nashville and promoting black

overturns.”
Manufacturers have vol
untarily installed ROPS and

Lehtola, agricultural safety
specialist with UF’s Institute of

instructor. Graffam has exten
sive experience developing
and implementing ecology
and wildlife programs for chil
dren. Prior to teaching gifted
students in the Polk County
school system, she served as
program coordinator for the

are held Monday-Friday, from

low speeds, and people gener
ally get killed and injured from
tractors falling on them,”

into water and the drivers

That’s the conclusion of
safety experts at the University
of Florida and the University

Show and Tell Your Inven

lic Library. A patent attorney
will speak and then select par
ticipants to demonstrate their

Black Country Artist
Trini TT iggs Headed
Toward Success

Down On The Farm:
It’s Downright
Dangerous-----------

Budweiser prom
salutes Black History
Month 1999 with the
continuing tradition of
the Great Kings A.
Queens of Africa
program. Over twenty
years ago, Budweiser
began celebrating the
spirit of African culture by'
commissioning a series of
portraits to honor its outstanding
historical leaders.

Tilt JIIIK UIJUUI
(1841 - 1808)

The Great Kings &. Queens of Africa program
features a series of unique portrahs-each the work of
a talented, African-American artist. This remarkable
series brings the past to life: It not only celebrates the
centuries of rich contributions African leaders have made
to world history, but it also provides a prominent stage
which today’s young artists can express their talents.

Today, these 29 portraits have become one of the most
influential art collections reclaiming the heritage of
African-American culture. Through a traveling exhibit,
Budweiser’s Great Kings &. Queens of Africa program has
touched the lives of millions, educating and inspiring
audiences across America.
Budweiser is proud to help keep the spirit of Africa’s great
leaders alive. Our hope is that these powerful portraits will
inspire all who see them to use their talents to create a rich,
vibrant future for our communities.

'When ordering, please specify youth or adult version of calendar
To receive a complimentary copy of your Great Kings &.
Queens 1999 Calendar - Please Call:
1 -800- DI AL BUD (As Long as supplies last)
httpyybudweiser.com

©1999 ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC., BREWERS OF BUDWEISER® BEER, ST. LOUIS, MO

GC&M
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North Central Florida
Starke Fall
F estival

Ocala
News
by James Thorpe

10th, 7pm, a musical program

STARKE - Make plans to
attend fee 14th Annual Santa
Fe Community College Starke

Jones-Rosenberg Building are

Fall Festival sparkling wife

Comer, hands-on arts festival

arts, crafts, entertainers and a

for children and families, pro
viding 10 different activities

with choiis and groups around

CALL 732-311

by

turned into fee Kids’ Creative

lovely historic downtown area
9am-5:30pm Saturday, Octo

HOMICIDE

Testimony

The grounds of the historic

Shriner’s Parade in Starke’s
The Golden Age Senior
Citizens Qub will hold their

$5,000 reward

My ,

Ronald Mathis Sr.

Jesus. Grace and Peace to all

Mathis said she would be
there. Then the spirit said, “I’ll

Gerald Harris, and he heard Bo
growling. Harris said that feat

God’s children from Jesus
Christ, who is fee Living God.

see her tonight.” Bo and Carlos
then left the cafeteria.

Their power in the name of

such as face painting, collage,
hat and mask making. Inside

And he endures forever, his

Brother Mathis now had

ain’t tongues. He knew some
thing was very wrong. Mathis
told Harris to get Brother Stan

kingdom will not be destroyed.

the answer to something that

ley, and Stanley was surprised.

His dominion will never end.

he had already known, and that

Mother Mitchell came

He rescues and he saves. He

over where Bo was surround

performs signs and wonders in

was Mr. Dobbs, known as Bo,
was demon possessed. This is

the heavens and on fee earth.

the same man that Brother

anointed both her hands. Bo’s

He is Lord of all Lords, and
King of all Kings. He is The

Mathis prophesized and said

chest inflated very large, his

he would become a Christian.

arms stretched out, he started

He had been a follower of

growling at Mother Mitchell.

Buddhism for over 17 years.
Plus Bo had been involved in

Mother Mitchell then told

witchcraft.
He had supposedly given

wrestle wife him, nor was she

when Mr. Dobbs told Brother
Mathis feat the man who had
been threatening him was in

his life to Jesus just two weeks

was going to leave this body in

earlier on a Thursday night, but

fee name of Jesus. She laid

something was very wrong.

hands on him, as did fee three

fee area. Mr. Dobbs said he

Because Satan came to claim

Christian brothers. They com

the Pontificia Universidad

went to rebuke this man in fee

manded fee demons to leave in
Jesus’ name, and they did.

Catolica Madre y Maestra, fee

name of Jesus, but instead, Mr.

the soul, he had lost
When Bo saw Brother

-George Santayana

Dobbs rebuked him in the

Mathis in the chapel, he told

Mother Mitchell then told

Dominican Republic,to con

name of Satan.

him to warn Mother Mitchell

Brother Mathis that God told

duct classes and provide sup

Epcot Steps Into Summer With
The Best Of Lord Of The Dance

After this happened, Mr.

before he approaches her.
Satan started to manifest

her that Brother Mathis should

crawling up his back. Brother
Mathis then told Mr. Dobbs

himself. Bo started growling.

the demons instead of her,

port services. The University
will establish an administrative
office in fee Caribbean capital

Brother Mathis sent a note to

because he had given Brother

to monitor 10-week student

feat Satan was not on his back,

Rev. Antoine and Mother

Mathis fee authority to just

internships, ad organize lan

but that, in fact, Satan was
inside of him. Mr. Dobbs did

Mitchell telling them feat there

speak a word and the demons

was a man in fee congregation
who was demon possessed

would have had to leave.
Brother Mathis told Mother

guage seminars and cultural
excursions for small groups.
The initial stages of fee pro
gram are supported by a grant
from fee U.S. Office of Edu
cation’s Title in Programs.
“This endeavor promotes a
wealth of potential for acade
mic activities or research relat
ed to issues facing developing
nations that are right in fee

monthly meeting Tuesday,
July 13th, 3pm, at the ‘Lillian

ber 9th and 12-5pm Sunday,
October 10th. Admission is

fee Jones-Rosenberg Theater,

free.
A variety of arts and crafts
will be shown including

weaving,

ater performances each day,
and fee Bradford County His
torical Museum allows visitors
to step back in time. Free

in session July 20fe-23rd. We

painting, jewelry and more.

admission to all of these activ

need the help from all church
es and their Pastors for this

We have storytellers, tradition

ities.
Food at fee festival is great,

fee Qty and County will be on

parade. The public is invited.
♦ * * 9* I*

Bryant Recreation Center’. All

The Northern District
Congress of the Second
Bethelem Association will be

members, please be present.

***♦**
Queen Victory Lodge #50

will meet Tuesday, July 13th,
8pm, at the R.R. Bailey

Masonic Hall. Members need

to be present
*****

ceramics,

hand

Congress to be a success. Din

everything from chicken and

ner will be served each day.

theater and good food.

rice, barbecue, shrimp and

There will be two stages
set up for performing artists.

homemade sweets tot he ever-

Great I-Am. Amen.
On Thursday evening,

Showcasing everything from

popular tunnel cakes.
For information call (352)

June 3rd, Ronald Eugene
Mathis, Sr., was having dinner

395-5355.

wife Carlos and Mr. Dobbs

♦****

To all members of fee
M.L.K., Jr., Committee -

Don’t forget to meet at

country to rock and dance

of First Bethel Qiurch, Dun

Howard Academy Communi

styles from ballet to jazz to

nellon, FL, will bring fee mes

ty Center, Tuesday, July 20th,
6pm. Please be on time. Presi

folk.

sage, and the Dunnellon Com
munity Choir will render the

dent James Thorpe.
*****

music. Saturday night, July.

there will be professional the

al craft demonstrations, a zany
Shriners’ Parade, children’s

Greater Hopewell will cel
ebrate its 93 Church Anniver
sary Sunday, July life, 4pm.
Rev. Michael Warren, Pastor

We must welcome the future, remembering that
soon it will be ihe past; and we must respect
the past, remembering that once it was all that
was humanly possible.

Dobbs said he felt something

n’t want to accept that.

MRJ

Carlos

ad

then

told

ed by these three brothers. She

Satan she wasn’t going to

going to fight wife him, but he

have been fee one to cast out

and feat this demon wanted to Mitchell that the evil spirit had
asked for her. She then told
confront Mother Mitchell.
Rev. Antoine asked if there him, “Don’t ever again give
was anyone in fee congrega fee devil what he asks for.
tion who needed deliverance Instead, just speak God’s word
or prayer for any, reason.; to wife aufeorityflg^he,niust gp.
come up to fee altar. Bo started Mathis understood that he had
to go to fee altar, but Brother made a mistake in letting
Mathis told him to sit down. Mother Mitchell do something
Brother Mathis went to get feat God called him to do.
Bo then told Brother
Mother Mitchell. She wanted
to know how Brother Mathis Mathis feat fee demons feat
knew feat his man was demon were inside him didn’t want
possessed, and he told her anything to do with him
what happened while they because fee spirit knew God
were having dinner earlier. She had given him fee authority to

Mr.

Dobbs, who is also called Bo,
that he needed to go to his
room and pray and everything
would be all right Brother

Mathis then told Bo and Car
los that fee demon would not
come out by him just praying.
Brother Mathis said this evil

spirit must be cast out.
Bo then said, “I’ll go see
Rev. Antoine and ask him to
pray for me.” Brother Mathis

then told Bo feat Rev. Antoine

worldwide, as well as televi

did not have fee power or
authority to cast out the
demon. Brother Mathis said
there are only three people
here who could cast this

he had any anointing oil, and

signature

sion specials. The show’s
soundtrack-a combination of

cast them out
Bo was baptized on June 6,

he said yes and went to get it

1999 and was a real Christian.

performed four times daily at
fee America Gardens Theatre
alongside World Showcase

performers’

traditional Celtic melodies

demon out and they were Ger

When he returned wife the oil,

pounding dance sequence feat

fused wife electronic piano
and percussion-has sold mil

ald Harris or their friend Stan

Satan manifested himself into

ley or Brother Mathis himself.

a wolf and ran to Brother

Lagoon.
An intricate set, colorful

away.
Since its creation in 1996,

lions of copies and reached

Mathis and got in his face,

a difference !

growling like a mad animal.

Help support

costumes, dramatic music and

‘Lord of the Dance’ has

World Music chart

The spirit inside Bo got
angry. He didn’t want anything
to do wife these three men of

Satan asked him what he had

our paper by

become an international phe

Best of Michael Hatley’s Lord

lighting all help illustrate a
mesmerizing story of good

nomenon wife more than 300

God. So the spirit asked Broth
er Mathis if Mother Mitchell

of fee Dance’.

versus evil. Dancers will per

performances in 100 cities

was going to be at fee church

he was going to do wife it.

services tonight, and Brother

Brother Mathis called Brother

LAKE BUENA VISTA -

The 30-minute shows, fea

The inimitable sound of light

turing highlights from selected

form various numbers solo
and en masse, climaxing wife

ning-quick

touring productions, will be

the

routine-fee

footwork

and

Celtic rhythms will resonate
throughout Epcot when the

famous free-form Irish spec
tacular ‘Lord of fee Dance’
brings its one-of-a-kind show

to Walt Disney World Resort
June 5th-Sept. 26th as ‘The

show’s

takes an audience’s breath

Artists And Entertainers
Needed- ---------------------------STARKE -- Artists and

Street in Starke’s historic dis

ing in all media are invited to

entertainment applications are
now available for fee 14th

trict.
Starke Fall Festival attracts

apply. Artists’ applications

Annual Santa Fe Community
College Starke Fall Festival
held in Starke, FL, October 9th
and 10th. The Fall Festival is

applications must be post

weekend of art, food, fun and

marked by September 10,

family activities.

1999.

He maketh me to lie down in green

j

pastures: he leadeth me beside

IJ
I

the still waters. He restoreth my
soul: he leadeth me in the paths of

i

righteousnessfor his name's sake.

in his hand, and he said it was
anointing oil. Satan asked what

YOU can make

Yea. though I walk through the

J

valley ofthe shadow ofdeath.

(

j

1 willfear no evil: for thou art
with me; thy rod and thy staffthey

comfort me. Thou prepares! a table
before me in the presence ofmine,

enemies: thou anointesl my head with
oil; my cup runneth over. Surely
goodness and mercy shallfollow

4

me all ihe days ofmy life: and I wUL

I

dwell in the house ofthe

Fredericks S. Humphries will
travel to San Domingo June
life to kick off the Universi
ty’s Study abroad Program.

FAMU has established a col

laborative arrangement with

largest private university in fee

backyard of fee United States,”
said FAMU President Freder
ick S. Humphries. “Poverty

continues to be a major issue
facing Caribbean countries,
especially among fee people of
African heritage. Our goal is to

share Skills and talents from

historically black American
institutions with Dominican
universities and government
agencies while offering stu
dents fee experience of study
ing, working and living

abroad.”
Under fee direction of fee

FAMU Office of International
Services and Summer Ses
sions, fee program will serve

advertisers !

university students and person
nel, and community-based
oiganizations.

Wi lloughby’s

editor.
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10,000 people, 75 artists and

postmarked by
August 10,1999. Entertainers’
must

number one on Billboard’s

Artists and crafters work

located on lovely Walnut
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FAMU To
Kick Off
Study
Abroad
Program

Earn good money by selling The
Challenger a few hours on
Thursdays or Fridays.
CALL TODAY!
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Fraternity Honors 50-Year Member
CLEARWATER - At the

eloquent Black and White
Ball, held at the Sheraton Key
Resort, Qearwater, the St.
Petersbuig Alumni Chapter of

Tampa Children's Hospital &
Samaritan's Purse Team Up To
Give Surgery To Bosnian Children
TAMPA- Kosovars aren’t

fee Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity

fee only Yugosl avians present

recognized one of its members

ly suffering from Slobodan

of 50 years for excellent ser

Milosivic’s destruction. The
four-year ethnic war in Bosnia

vice to fee Fraternity.
Life member

Robert

left scars on fee nation that still

Stokes, an initiate of fee Gam

affect its people, especially its

ma Etta Chapter of Bethune-

children. The years of fighting

Cookman College, graduated
from B-CC in 1955 and

left the hospitals severely dam
aged or destroyed, unable to
care for the

sufficiently

recently returned to reside in
St Petersbuig after living in
New Jersey.

nation’s young.

nations such as fee U.S. but Tampa area for fee duration of
unavailable in Bosnia, where their recovery period. Samari

medical resources are now tan’s Purse has arranged for
scarce. In fee next few weeks a local families to house fee chil
cardiologist and surgeon at dren and their mothers until
Tampa Children’s Hospital they can return to their homes
will examine fee children and in Bosnia.

administer the appropriate
This is the second time in
treatment.
fee last 9 months Samaritan’s
Over fee past few weeks, Purse and Tampa Children’s
Samaritan’s Purse has handled Hospital have joined efforts to
travel logistics for fee children help save these Bosnian chil

For this reason, six-year and their mothers, paid all trav
old Halid Dedic and eight-year el expenses, and located a hos
old Enida Smajic, are sched pital willing to donate its ser
uled to arrive at Tampa vices. Tampa Children’s Hos
International Airport this week pital, along with financial
to receive what is hoped will assistance from the Rotary

Stokes was

employed with the State Divi
sion of Civil Rights and is mar
ried to St Petersbuig native
Nell Martin Stokes.
Dr. J. Cedric Thornton
chaired this year’s Black and
White Ball. During the inter

be life-saving heart surgery tat

dren’s lives. In October, two
children were brought to
Tampa and received medical

treatment feat enabled them to
return to Bosnia healthy chil
dren.

Founded in 1970, Samari

Gub’s Gift of Life program,

Tampa Children’s Hospital.

will perform fee medical treat tan’s Purse provides medicine,
The children, along wife their ment free of charge.
food and supplies to victims of
mothers and a translator, are
Halid and Enida are the war, poverty, and natural disas
being flown form Bosnia to 53rd 'and 54th children brought ters around fee world. Since
Florida by Samaritan’s Purse, to the U.S. by Samaritan’s 1991, the organization led by

mission, Kappas Sweetheart
Song was sung. The Silhouette
President, Dr. Theresa Goss,

was presented with a bouquet

fee international relief organi Purse. Tampa Children’s Hos
zation led by Franklin Gra pital in Florida is one of 22
ham.
hospitals to participate in fee

of red roses for her outstanding

service to the fraternity. Sil

houette Janice Qarke present

Franklin Graham, son of Billy
Graham, has provided more
than $14 million in aid to the

Both children suffer from Bosnian Heart Project of Balkan region plagued by con
congenital heart defects, life Samaritan’s Purse.
flict.
threatening conditions feat are
After fee children leave fee
correctable in developed hospital they will stay in fee

ed a check from fee Silhou
ettes to the Fraternity Scholar

ship Fund.

Weed & Seed Grants AWarded To Community Agencies
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Seven community agencies

Weed & Seed area.

Weed & Seed Program

have been awarded grants goals are to revitalize fee area
from fee 1998-1999 Weed & through educational, recre
Seed Program’s second fund ational, social and economic
ing cycle to provide Weed & development. Agrant program
Seed area residents job training was established to provide
for at-risk youth, youth cultur resources to implement pro
al programs, a neighborhood- jects that can enhance existing
based training program for programs or services and/or

women, an after-school cultur provide “seed” money for
al arts program and more, to community-based efforts.
fee residents of St. Petersburg’s
The following agencies

received grant funds to assist
residents:

Seed area.

Earth Mission - $10,000

RCW at the Enodi Davis Cen

City of St Petersburg -

Funding will enable this orga

The Arts Center - $9,958

Department of Leisure

The Summer Camp Assistant
Project will provide employ

Services - $2,775

nization to implement a
“Community Youth Cultural

ter provides a neighborhoodbased, comprehensive service
and training program for all

Funds will be used to purchase

Connection Program” feat will

a new inflatable play apparatus
for use at community-based

serve 52 youth and 100 adults
in a year-long series of com
munity

Community Youth Mapping, a

events. “Games Galore” is an
inflatable fun center feat
allows 12 youth at a time to

youth development program,

play a variety of games that

will provide employment for

can be free or used as a fund
raiser.

ment for up to 20 youth during
a ten-week summer program.
The Family Resources

$9,975:

several youth in fee Weed &

musical

events

designed to teach the youth in

our community about their
culture and their own identity.

women. Funding will enable
RCW to implement two addi
tional training modules for

Regeneration X-S, a cultural

field trips, multimedia use for
arts after-school program to music, composition input,
serve 90 youth ages 7 to 15 photo quality input, editing
who reside in the Weed & and video presentations, arts
Seed target area.
and crafts, computer training,
City of St Petersburg-

and quilt making.

Enoch Davis Center $7,155

practical skills and business . Received funding to imple
skills for 170 new clients in fee ment a “Summer Youth
Weed & Seed area.
Enhancement Program” to
Creative Clay - Cultural

provide services to 40 youth,

Resource Center for

Center-$5,000

ages eight to 12 years. Pro

Women (RCW) - $6,500

Received funds to implement

gram services will include

PLEASE
' SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING
OUR
ADVERTISERS

Stories from African-American Kitchens.
gjg

The

ground
crew.

the burgers, only the freshest
ground around will do. That’s

why I choose Publix ground

We played the last game of the

beef, ‘cause they grind it fresh

season, so my wife, son and

throughout the day. So it’s

I decided to have the whole

always good. No one can top

team over for a backyard

my “Big League Burgers,”

BBQ. That’s when I become

served up with Publix soda,

head chef instead of head

chips and fixings-there’s no

coach. The kids have a great

better way to feed a hungry

time. And when it comes to

ground crew.

Where shopping is a pleasure?

I

1 Publix
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Lakeview Optimist Club Showcased Youth Talents
by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG -Last
weekend at the Enoch Davis
Center, youth from the St.
Petersbuig area had an oppor
tunity to display their talents

Poetry in Motion, “A Child’s

Vfnv”; Donnise Washington,

soloist, “My First Night”;
Patricia Sennhauser, instru
mentalist, “Rondingo”; Sarah
Dajani and Khana Riley, duet,

before a very large critiquing,

“When You Believe”; Ashley

but supportive audience.
The Lakeview Optimist

Heart Will Go On”; Chanda

Club was responsible for tap

Ford,

Munch, instrumentalist, “My
Interpretive

Dance,

ping into the many assets of

“Call to Prayer” and “In This

these young performers who

House” with a special selec

very proudly greeted the spec
tators that sat before them with

tion from a visiting guest who
wanted to travel all fee way
from Orlando to participate,
Kameita Feacher and Aim
Breland who sang “A One In

confidence and certainty.
The contestants included

all beautifully, gifted young

girls who put forth their very
best competitive efforts, skills,
finesse and poise to become

A Million”.
Judges for fee showcase,
who had fee difficult task of ?!

one of the three lucky winners
to be chosen at fee end of the

“processing by

showcase.
The participants played a
key role in spreading positive

retired educator; Robert Wharrie, Attorney, Elliott Carr,

messages to other young boys
and girls, feat they are making

son, Robert Alsen, retired;

included

elimination”

Ernest

Furblur,

Director Mirror Lake Tomlin

Joanne Rainey, PCSB, Diane

a difference in their own lives

Haynes, Lou Brown Realty;

and in their communities. Each

Johnny Welch, retired educa

of them had their individual

tor and CPA.

story to share in the form oftal

Although all of the contes

ent displayed - you should
have been there to witness it

tants were winners and real

Talents showcased included

champions in the business of

dancing, instrumental solos

‘stardom’ the three chosen as
winners were: First prize of
$300.00, Chandra Ford; Sec

duets, but most impressively

ond Prize of $200.00, Erwin

their personality and charm.

Birdsong and Third Prize of
war, poverty, and natural disas
ters around the world. Since
1991, fee organization led by

songs

selections,

creative

On stage to perform for
you were: Marchelle Albritton,

vocal soloist singing Amazing

Grace; Angie Smith, instru
mentalist, “March In C”;
Susie Sennhauser, instrumen
talist, “A Mexican Hat

Balkan region plagued by con

Dance”; Erwin Birdsong,

flict

Franklin Graham, son of Billy
Graham, has provided more
than $14 million in aid to the

/instate

You’re in good hands.

Allstate Insurance Company
6055 9th St. So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Bus (813) 865-1409
FAX (813) 864-6779
© 1996 Allstate Insurance Company,
Northbrook, Illinois. 24-hour customer service

is available through select Allstate locations.

Mr. Mike's Gourmet Foods, Inc.

, 6553 St. N., Suite 905
Pinellas Park, FL 33781
"Mr. Mike or Mrs. Mike"

Phone: 1-727-520-1888
Pager:

1-727-402-3333

Fax:

1-727-520-8765

Church News
will bring the message 7pm

Monday, July 12th. The theme
of Tuesday’s session will be

Women in the Ministry, as
panelists talk about their call
ing, hindrances to their call,
what it means for a woman ti
pastor a church and other con
cerns and solutions. The

panel’s moderator will be Rev.

Keturah Pittman of Greater

Mt. Zion AME Church. Pan
elists will be: Minister Mildred

Young, Bethel Community
Baptist Church; Rev. Bessie
Mohead, pastor of Mt Pleas
ant AME Church, Odessa;
Rev. Patrician Nelson, pastor

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

will greet you; and Pastor

and the Friendship Missionary

Evans will preach the divine

Baptist Church family invite

word of God.
Church School is held at

you to worship with us Sun

day, July 11, 1999 and the

9:30 am and BTU at 4:30

forthcoming week.

pm

The Sunday morning wor

Tuesday - 6:30 pm, Youth
Ushers Ministry Meeting.

will lead in devotion. Prayer
and Praise serve, the Male

Day Bible Study and 12-2
pm. Bread of Life Ministry
will serve lunch.

out of a concern from the

ship Center.
Minister Shirley Thornton

LAKELAND - On Satur
day, July 17,1999 at 7:30 pm

their lives. Pain from emotion
al, veibal and sexual abuse,
loneliness, rejection and

will bring the message on
Wednesday, and on Thursday,
Dr. Delores Sconiers will dis
cuss: Women in Need of Heal

at the Carpenter’s Home
Church, 777 Carpenters Way,
Lakeland, FL , Delirious will

ing. Following her lecture,
thereSvill be a healing session,

women during that week-long
series of spirit-filled services

pain women were carrying in

will be Bethel’s women minis
ters show in the picture, seated

ous Women, Blessed, Healed

from left: Shirley Thornton,

betrayal. This will be ad
dressed throughout the week

and Delivered, will be imple

Evelyn Hicks, Mildred Young,

as we explore the WORD.

and women are encouraged to

Florida.
Debuting their number one

mented through sermons, pan

Dr. Floris Armstrong, Vanessa
Young and Dhanette Shep

Each night’s service will begin

bring their oil for prayer. On

selling new recording and

with praise and worship. Also,
at the end of each service,

Friday

coming to the States to do it..

refreshments will be served.

preach.

Coger, Kathy Williams, Peggy
Peterman and Johnnie Pierce.

Delores Sconiers on ‘Women

at

Dhanette

7pm,

zamorphis Debut Tour, 1st in

Minister

Shepherd

mation: Artist Circle Seating,

will

Europe’s number one Christ
ian Band, Sparrow Recording
Artist..De/tffows. This will be

Minister Vanessa Young

their first stop in U.S. on their
“Mezzamorphis” Tour.

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY
Ph # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South

2737 -

Soutd
33772
(727) 227-S444

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

f

Sunday School.................................. ...10:00 AM
Morning Worship.........?...................11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
.................................. ........... Tuesday 7:30 PM

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"
Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday School

Morning Worship

11:15 a.m.

Evening Worship

6:00 p.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

(Wednesday)

6:30 p.m.

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"
TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY
AVAILABLE EVERY SERVICE
PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
SUNDAY 9:30 AM
"Sunday School"

SUNDAY 11:00 AM
“Power Breakthrough Service”
"Children's Ministry" 6-11 yrs.

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev, Dr. J.L. Holloway
Sunday School .............. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
. Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
OB’
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

We welcome you at all times.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

Phone: 898-3838

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
St. John Missionary Baptist Church

you and your family to. worship with

.................................................................................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .............................

,11:00 a.m.

Baptist Training Union ...........................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship ................................6:00 p.m.

..PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ............... SUNDAY
..............CHURCH SCHOOL . ... i........SUNDAY
....... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.................... TUESDAY
................... BIBLE STUDY............................... TUESDAY
..............PRAYER SERVICES ........................ TUESDAY
..... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL............. THURSDAY

Wcc«/t/ Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Morning Worship..............................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School............................................
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.................................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............................. 7:00 p.m.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning services
Sunday School

..........................9:30

Morning Worship ............. ............................ 11:00
Youth Bible Study ...................Wed.

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

...... .Wed.

6:30
7:00

am
am

pm
pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

PHONE: 323-7518

Sunday Worship

.........................10:30 a.m.

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School ............................9:00 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study ............Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00

a.m.

Junior Church Fellowship ......................... Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

g

Tutoring ............... .Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

The members would Jike to invite

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

Sunday Services

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland. Pastor

Rev. Clyde Williams

SUNDAY 7:00 PM
"A Night of Prophecy"
RADIO MINISTRY 4:30-5:00 PM
WTAN-1340 AM every Sunday evening Live
Radio also same time on the internet:
WWW.TANTALK.COM

Sunday School

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Lord’s Joy!

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Daily Prayer (Tu &Th)11 a.m.-12 p.m. I
“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

Holy Scriptures. Members are

1500 N. PennsylIvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Prayer & New Comers Class

therefore strengthened by the

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
1 -800-694-3532/(727) 343-5452

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

9:30 a.m.

the necessity of studying fee

BREAKTHROUGH MINISTRIES

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
10:30 AM.
9:00 AM....
5:00 P.M...,
7:00 PM....
6:00 PM....
7:30 PM....

worship “workout” and be

8877.

Sunday school 9:30
sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible study 7:30
Friday service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

phia. continues to emphasize

Ext. 117 or 113 or (888) 858-

Trckets are available at
area Christian Bookstores and

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

(Howard Johnson's)

the importance of reading spiritual “muscles” on Sunday
God’s word in order to per morning. Do this by coming
form His win. New Philadel to God’s holy “gym” for a

group tickets or to order by
phone caU (941) 859-1477,

Ticketmaster. For more infor

Antioch Church

Philadelphia to “flex” their

be in concert during their Mez-

July 12th through 16th.
This year’s theme: Victori

after the lecture by Rev.

Nehemiah is understanding

praise. Number Two Ushers

ty Harbor; and Minister
Ayokia Watkins, Victory Wor

Petersburg, that will be held
7pm. Monday through Friday.

Carmen

Wednesday, 12 Noon Noon

Minister Inella Paris.
This year’s revival grew
women ministers about the

Standing:

ence. Recognition of this so thankful to sovereign hand
encourages believers to of God which has intervened
rejoice, and in Nehemiah’s and controlled our progress as
time this event was occasion a church family.
The pastor challenges
for a holy day of worship.
every
member of New
One of primary themes in

Delirious In
Concert------

Sykes.
Preparing to welcome

herd.

brings opposition. Judah’s ene
did just this when he uttered, mies sought to halt rebuilding
“...the joy of the Lord is your of walk by intimidating them
spreading false
strength.” Though God pun through
rumors.
New
Philadelphia is
ishes sin, He blesses obedi
means “Jehovah Comforts”,

of St Paul AME Church, Safe

in Need of Healing’. The idea
for a women’s revival came

els and lectures. On Thursday,
a healing session will follow

Philadelphia at this point in Wisdom School on Sunday.
Nehemiah also points out
church’s nascent history.
Nehemiah, whose name how obedience to word of God

Weekly Events

ship is at 8 am. and 11 am.
opening with the Minister of
Music. The Deacon Ministry

Chorus will render songs of

The words of Nehemiah urged to attend mid-week
gives sacred solace to New Bible Study and early morning

Now shown in the picture:

Women from across the
Tampa Bay area are making
plans to attend the Second
Annual Women’s Revival at
Bethel Community Baptist
Church, 1045 16th St S„ St.

from the vision of Bethel’s
pastor, the Rev. Manuel L

New Philadelphia

Friendship MB
Church----------

Women's Revival At Bethel Community

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

us. Our services are:

Tuesday Morning Prayer
Weds.-Family Worship

Sunday School

9:00am
7:00pm

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

10:00am

Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship

7:00pm

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

955 - 20th Street South

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ
1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

SUlfr «

I

I

919 - 20th Street S,, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

‘x

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 -Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Church News
Prayer Tower Church Moores Chapel A.M.E.
7/12 Monday, The Lord’s
House, Bishop Robert Young.

Rev. Quintin Parker and
Chapel’s Church family wel

Promise Fulfilled” Genesis
15:1-6, 17:17-21 and 21-1-2.

7/13 Tuesday, Pentecostal
Temple COGIC, Elder Wil

come you to their services this
2nd Sunday in July, the life

Everyone - adults and chil

dren are asked to please be pre

Noon Day Prayer Service,

liam Anderson.
7/14 Wednesday, St Mark

during both 8 and 11 a.m. ser
vices which Rev. Parker will

sent and on time.

Missionary Baptist Rev. Brian
Brown.

deliver fee message. Music
will be provided by fee Mass

Wed. 12:00 noon; Prayer Ser
vice/Bible Study, 7:00 pan.
African Freedom Singers

7/15 Thursday, Bible Way
COGIC, Elder Sylvester

Choir, directed and accompa
nied by minister of music,

Reeves.
7/16 Friday, Mt. Zion

Primitive Baptist, Rev. Qar
ence Warren.

pan. Registration begins at
6:00 pan. cm Friday. Conti

ardess Board and fee Usher

Steward Board Meeting, TBA
Trustee Board Meeting, TBA;

12th-JuIy 18th. The theme for

Worship Service, 4pm, Eastlake COGIC, Elder Willie

Anthony Macon, 328-0022
Saturday evenings by 9:00

Matheney. For information,

1137 37th Street South, will be

Ezekiel 18:5.

call 321-0670,
2:30pm, M-F.

II

10:30am-

nightly:

The Light

TAMPA—The Tampa Bay

Ihe Palm Harbor based station

area celebrated more than just
our nation’s birthday on July
4th. That is particularly true for

also has new call letters
WTBL which stands for
‘We’re Tampa Bay’s Light’.

the over 200,000 African
Americans living in the bay

The Light is a dynamic,
exciting and inspirational4

area. On the morning of July
4th, a new 24-hour Black

blend of today’s contemporary

Gospel music radio station

yesterday’s Gospel classics.
The Light is fresh, positive and
family oriented.

premiered. The station is 5,000
watt 1470AM and the Gospel
format is called ‘The Light’.

Chris

Turner,

pan.

Moore’s Chapel Faith Builders

Church School will begin
at 9:30 a.m. wife superinten

Energizing wife fee Holy
Spirit for a Revolution Wife

program please contact Amos
Leonard and Issac Grant.

dent Mose Phillip Bell in

Jesus T-shirts are available.
See Keith George or Nancy

Bay radio market for fourteen
years.
He
programmed
WIMP AM for nine years and

was WIMP’s general manag

er for three years.

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School............................................... 10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:30a.m.
YPWW....................................................................... 6:00 p.m
Evening Worship.............................................. 7:30 p.m.

For information regarding

Wednesday Youth

Rehearsal

B.T.U..................... ,..,..5:00 p.m.

' Thursday Firayer & Church

6:00 p.m

H

School Study .

7:30 p.m

1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.

Tuesday Evening „

Bible Class .......

5:30 p.m

7:30 p.m

11 00 a m

Choir Rehearsal

will perform ushering duties.

bers Orientation, 9:30 am.;

The church family contin
ue wife tiisting and prayer wife

Morning Worship, 10:45 am.;

Baptist Training Union, 5:00
pm. Y2K Prayer;

an all night prayer vigil on Fri
day, July 9 through Saturday,

•Tuesday, July 13- Trustee

July 10 at 7:00 am. Members
are asked to sign up for a one

Board Meeting, 7:00 pm.

hour period of time to pray for

Prayer/Praise, 7:00; Bible
Study, 7:30 pm.
•Thursday, July 15-Midday
Bible Study, 11:00 am.; Mass
Choir Rehearsal, 7:00 pm.

•Wednesday,

various concerns of the church

and also individual needs.
Fasting and prayer can bring
about a revival, a change of
direction to our lives, and fee

July

The Joy of Unselfish Giving

Time is not measured by the years that you live
But by the deeds that you do and the joy that you give —
And each day as it comes brings a chance to each one
To love to the fullest, leaving nothing undone
That would brighten the life or lighten the load
Of some weary traveler lost on Life’s Road So what does it matter how long we may live
If as long as we live we unselfishly give.

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m;
Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Ing.

Travelers Rest

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

W* -

2830 - 22nd Avenue South •"St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619

9:00 AM....................; ......... v................... ......................Prayer Time

Sunday Worship
Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Evening Worship ..........6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study .............. ...................7:00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting .......................................................6:30 pm

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

J®!

Sunday School............. 10:00 am
Morning Worship .......11:30 am

Mid-Morning Worship Service..................11:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................... 9:30a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)........... 7:00 p.m.

Trinity Presbyterian Church

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School .......................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............. 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ................. .7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
Internationa! Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

9:30 AM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sunday School
11:00 AM................................................ Worst

12:30 PM..............................After Service Fellowstip
• Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the' Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

Faith Temple Life-Changing Ministries
950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 821-5577 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7:30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

LPWIS W. EDWARDS

Hew "Philadelphia Community Church]

M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.
Rastor-Counselor

7ie Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St Petersburg, EE 33733

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

"We are the light of the world, tnat will not be hid."

WZsrfam School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:50 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:50 PM (Wed)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

IDeacon Ministry................................... ..
Deacon Edward Nesbittl
Finance Minfate7................................... ............ ............................................. James Robinson|
■Children & Youth Ministry .................................... Joyce Robinson I
|Clerk Ministry............................................. Wyvonnia McGee)

820 20th Street South

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

Passion For God and Compassion For People"

St- Pete, FL

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.
Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ........7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class................ 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering fee Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
' Proble.ns

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

ST.

MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST

L

CHURCH

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
schedule of services
Church School. . . . . . . . ............9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

—

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

ret..
Ute

14-

FRIDAY

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

ELIM Seventh-Day

Home: 896-8006

School, 9:30 am.; New Mem

John A. Evans,.Sr.

CHURCH SERVICES

Morning Worship . 11 "00 a m
Evening Worship

•Sunday, July 11 - Sunday

ministry and Usher Board #2

(813) 906-8300

M.8. CHURCH

(813)822-2455

9:30 a.m

Prayer, 7:00 pan. - 7:00 am.;
Usher Board #2 Meeting at
10:00 am.

under fee direction of Sis. Bar
bara Davis will provide music

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. F.G. Jackson, Pastor
Church School

Weekly Activities

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Friendship

“WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

•Friday, July 9, Fasting and

Missionary Baptist
3300 - 31 st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 337.12

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship......................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................................11:00 a.m.

come to all to worship wife us
on Sunday, July 11, 1999, at
10:45 a.m. The Mass Choir

327-0997

1470.

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor
3rd century

fulfillment of fee Great Com
mission.

Christ Gospel Church

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

Rev. Donald Browne and
the Travelers’ Rest Church
family extends a warm wel

Helen Steiner Rice

For additional information,

contact Chris Turner at (813)
878-1470, or fax (813) 876-

PEACEFUL ZION

Purehased With His Blood

fee 3rd & 4th Sunday;

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path in a way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome obstacles, to
endure hardships and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like to walk by
faith? God is eager to grant His priceless gift
to you, ifyou will only ask for it.

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS
TOGETHER STA YS TOGETHER

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

Male Chorus, Thurs. before

Official Board Meeting TBA;

General

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod

before fee 1st & 2nd Sun.;

son at 727-823-6313, Mae

charge. The Lesson entitled “A

II

Sundays;
Mass Choir Rehearsal, Tues.

Jackson, 727-906-8425 or the
church at 321-3545.

Manager of WTBLAM 1470,
has been a part of fee Tampa

and traditional Gospel hits and

Thursday before fee 1 & 2

mation contact Rev. Ira Whit

this occasion is ‘Standing for
Right in a Wrong World!’

Anniversary’ starting July

Inspirational Choir Rehearsal,

Robert Golden, 867-0156 or

Committee,

Prayer Tower Qiurch of
God in Christ, Pastor Elder
Clarence Welch, located at

Services begin 7:30pm

before fee 1 & 2 Sunday;

Willie F. Bryant, 894-6067,

Transportation

Anthony Conage.

observing their ‘Pastor’s 35th

Rehearsal Saturdays;
Youth Choir Rehearsal, Thurs.

Evening

Queen Street COGIC, Elder
Sunday,

until 8:00 pan. and Saturday,
July 17th, 7:30 a.m. until 2:30

Michael Melvin and musician
Princess Edwards, fee Stew
Board will serve. For trans
portation to church
and
Church School, contact the

Worship Service, 11:30am,

7/18

Friday, July 16th at 6:00 pan.

your order.
Services/Meetings/Reheaisals

nental Breakfast will be served
Saturday, 7:00 a.m. The
keynote speaker will be Rev.
Bessie Mohead, pastor of Mt.
Pleasant A.M.E. Church,
Odessa, FL. For more infor

7/18 Sunday, Morning

Elder Clarence and Marilyn Welch

Moore’s Chapel Women
Growth Seminar will be held

Harrell by this Sunday to place

Traveler’s Rest

..................11 a.m.

Baptist Training Union..........................................5 p.m.
Evening Worship ‘............... ........ . .6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday ...... ........... .........7 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation1 • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

“One week from church makes one weak. ”

Church News
Breakthrough Bethel AME
Ministries
Pastor Dawkins and the
Bethel family invite all to join
us this Sunday for church

School at 9:00 followed by our
morning worship service. The
male choir will render the

with their class leaders. The
speaker for the day will be

Juvenile Services Program.
Church congregation and

Rev. Delores Lovett-Sconiers.
She is an ordained minister of

universities throughout the

the African Methodist Episco
pal Church. She has been in

know her as a spiritually

Sconiers graduated from Flori
day night at 7:00 pm. come

with Pastor/Prophetess Linda

Lathers, Jacksonville, FL.
Come and be blessed. What
God has for you, is for you!
You’re invited to come and
fellowship with Pastor Glenn
Miller & the Breakthrough
family Sunday morning at
11:00 a.m. Don’t foiget Sun-

expecting a miracle as Pastor
Glenn ministers in the gifts of
the Spirit and word of knowl

edge in our special “Night of
Prophecy.” July 13th at 7:30
pm. will be a special word
explosion night. Activities for
the children ages 0-11 in every

service.

[PLEASE FRAY |

School shooting, gospel singer

of the Black Male Success
Mentoring Program, with

Florida and attended Spelman
College in Atlanta, GA. Rev.

of God Thursday & Friday
(July 8th & 9th) at 7:30 p.m.

presently serving as associate
pastor at Moore’s Chapel

charge of tiie worship service
and everyone is invited to sit

a native of St. Petersburg,

day School at 9:30 a.m. Sun

More than a month after the

A.M.E Qiurch, while work

da State University in Tallahas
see. She was the first AfricanAmerican to earn a B.A.

degree in Foreign Languages.
In an effort to fulfill her
God-given vision to heal bro
kenhearted, and to strengthen
the African American family,

she is on an educational leave

from pursuing a doctorate
degree in Christian Psy
chotherapy, Marriage and
Family counseling. Having

lived n Maryland for the past
five years, she recently

ing as a volunteer coordinator

United States and Bermuda

anointed preacher, teacher,
evangelist and keynote speak
er. She has a passion for win
ing souls to Christ. The topic

for the day will be “Many are
Called, Few are Chosen, even
Less are Committed”. Come
and hear this woman of God.

Weekly Events
•Monday - Boy Scouts,

6:30
•Tuesday, New Members
Qass, 6:15 and Bible Study,

7:00 p.m.
•Wednesday, Noon Day
Bible Study;
•Thursday, Youth Ushers,

6:00 and Mass Choir, 7:00
•Saturday, Church Picnic.

All are invited to attend.

Throughout his concert,
Hill offered prayers for tire
families of the victims killed.

LITTLETON, COLO -

assignment in tiie Eleventh
Episcopal District. She is

music for the day.
Qass leaders will be in

the ministry since 1987. She is

Join us in a special move

returned home to St Peters
burg to accept a pastoral

Gospel Singer Fairest Hill Offers Hope
In Wake Of Littleton Shooting
deadly

Columbine

High

He challenged students, par
ents and community leaders to
use their status as victims of

and youth motivator Fairest
Hill arrived here to perform a
concert to promote healing,

the worst school shooting in

comfort the survivors, console

U.S. history to “give us a cul

the families and laud the com
munity for turning unspeak
able tragedy into a triumph of

ture of values instead of a cul

faith.
‘T believe music has the
ability to cause healing to
come to people. It’s time for
tiie healing to begin,” declared
Hill, who sang inspirational

Harris, 18 and Dylan Klebold,
17, committed suicide after

ture of violence.”
Columbine seniors Eric

killing 12 students, one teacher

and injuring 23. The magni
tude of the tragedy prompted a
national outcry over school
violence and calls for a host f

songs and conveyed positive
messages of hope to hundreds

proposed cures, from gun-con

of parents, teachers and trau
matized

students

trol legislation to greater
parental involvement to less
violence
in
Hollywood

from

Columbine High School.
Hill, 40 who grew up in
Detroit and now resides in

Tampa, FI was in Littleton, at
tiie invitation of area youth
pastors, for the Sunday
evening concert at the World
of Life Christian Center. He
performed an evangelical set
of blistering jeep beats from
“KeepLookin’Up” to instruc

tive ballads such as “Remem
ber What Your Mama Said”

movies.
“Gospel

Fairest Hill
from his new gospel album

music

really

kids to improve themselves
and their communities. Hill

offers hope at time like this,”
said Hill, who has been invited

spearheads two grassroots
oiganizations aimed at helping

address another outbreak of

Group).

For the past decade Hill,
the author of “Yes You Can

youth. Project 2000 trains
youths to be leaders in their

Win!” and founder ofYouth on
the Move, Inc. travels 250

schools and community.
Mother’s For Change mobi

days a year, state to state,

lizes mothers for tire same pur

encouraging troubled school

pose.

Full
Circle
Music/Diamante

(InSync
Music

violence at a suburban high

school. A, teenage gunman at
Heritage High School in
Conyers, Ga., an Atlanta sub
urb, wounded six students then

surrendered.

28-Year Old Kicks 15 Years Of Addiction With Help Of Lakeland Rescue Mission
LAKELAND - He started

a regular job, is no longer
homeless and his future is

experimenting with drugs and

looking bright.
“I was raised in a Christian

alcohol at age 13, and by the
time he was in his early 20’s
he was addicted and homeless.
Now, at 28 years of age, Larry
Sechrest is a student at Florida
Metropolitan
University
majoring in accounting, he has

family, but as I grew older and
stoped going to church, I start
ed getting into drugs,” Larry
said. “I also was not wise in
choosing my friends.”

faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Fortunately for Larry, his
grandfather knew about Light

house Ministries in Lakeland,
Florida and their work with
substance abusers. Project
Emmanuel, a six-month
Christ-centered rehabilitation
program, provides a structured
environment for recovery and

creates a positive productive

lifestyle.
“Lighthouse is equipped to
help those people who really
want to help themselves
change,” said Gary Hull,
Executive Director of Lake
land Ministries. “Larry has
done so well because he was

ready and wanted more for

living in the shelter and in

istries, even if I was able to

program, Project Emmanuel,

himself out of life.”

rehabilitation. He also lives in

Larry entered tiie program
in October 1997, graduated

lighthouse’s transitional hous

contemplate it,” Larry said.
Lighthouse Ministries, the

men nightly. Lighthouse’s

April 20, 1998 and has been
dean ever since. He earns a
living as the weekend cook

dishing up meals to thousands

of Lakeland’s homeless, those

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

ing center as a part of the pro
gram’s goal to help get estab

largest homeless shelter in

HOPE Center, located at 114

Polk County, was established
in 1976 to address the prob

E. Parker St, assists families,

lems of and to serve the home

dren, by providing food, cloth

come as far as I have without less and addicted. Lighthouse
the help of Lighthouse Min- has a six-month rehabilitation

ing, household items and other

lished.

‘T don’t think I could have

Episcopal Church
(813) 327-0593

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m,

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

“7o God Be The Glory”

Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.
(2nd Saturda/Monthly)

All Nations Church of God By Faith.
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Sunday School
.......9:30 a.rn.
Morning Worship ............................ 11 a.m.
Night-Worship ............. ................ :7 p.m. •
Tuesday Bible Class ............ .......8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting ............... .. .8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............. .8 p.m.
Saturctay Sabbath School ...................... 11 a.m.
’

Tape Ministry - All Services

”

"A Church. Called. To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

n

First. Mt. Zion

1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Missionary Baptist Church

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Services

Church Services
8:00 a.m...........Morning Service
9:45 a.m.............Sunday School

11:00 a.m.

.........Worship Service

5:00 p.m...................B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”

Sunday School................8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................10 a.m.
Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

GRACE
SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o

w
s
H
I

P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

(727) 327-0554

.

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

The Church That's Mdving’Forward Together”-

emergency aid for free.

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.

especially women and chil

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor *
, Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m..

and provides shelter for 100

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ...............................................9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ......................................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ......................................5:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service ................ Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ........................6:00 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest

/fadttt Gluwch

Pleotard (fave

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............. ................................................ 7;00 a.m.

Sunday School................................................................................. 9:30 a m
Morning Worship

................. ;.............10:50 a.m.

Baptist Training Union......................................... . ....................430 p.m.
Communion............................................ ........... 7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Wednesdays........................................ .............................................. 730 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

St. Joseph
Catholic Church
2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

i* •

8 /'

/ B

Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.
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Little Mr. Cunningham Celebrates The Big 'One

TV Allpnp riommorm AkwioJ
by
Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ST.

*

*

PETERSBURG -

Realizing that Little Mr. Cun
ningham,

(Jordan Xavier)

may be too young now to real
ize what all the excitement was
about last Saturday at his

home, but certainly not so

when it came down to jump
ing right in, celebrating his

very big “One ” year old birth
day party - bom July 2,1998.
Jordan Xavier was joined
by a host of friends and family

to help wish him a Happy
‘Fust’ Birthday with balloons,
gifts, music, several cakes and
lots of other little tots, along

with lots of tasty food and
drinks for everyone to enjoy.
The party people came
from Orlando, White Oak,
GA, Brandon and Tampa, and

of course the hometown crew

from St. Petersburg.
The birthday party was
given by his mother, Kimberly

Cunningham, grandparents,
Natalie & Wright Cunning

ham, his uncle, Earl Hauga
book and two aunts, Sheila and
Greta Haugabook.

Other special guest includ

ed the guys on the grill, Floyd
Middleton, Tony Lee and

Robert Rocet; the pastor of
their church and his wife, Rev.

and Mrs. Wayne E. Wilson, his

god mother, Tamara Broadus.
The Weekly Challenger
would like to say - Happy
Birthday Little Mr. Cunning
ham!

mbmb

I HIRES

1
loan limits, 1

To cohabitate without the
blessings from above is not
only an error, but suicide of

love.
Put an end of your diaboli

1

With FHA's new

cal cravings, before your dia
bolical cravings, put an end to
you.
The common cause of

alienation, is failure to make
positive mental alteration.

Student
Honored

16TH STREET BUSINESS ASSOCIATION

RIB MASTER
1100 - 16th Street South

822-8700

NASHVILLE, TN - A
student from St Petersburg has

Drive-Thru • Garry Out

been honored at Lipscomb'
University for academic

"Bar-B-Q-ing Is Our
Business"

SPOTLITES

1605 - 18th Avenue South

896-6789
Car Wash & Western Union
'

Park FREE and Get Your Car
Washed & Waxed for $24.95

taking 12 credit hours or more

during the semester.
Fairchild, an arts-architecture major, is the son of Mr.

Whappy hourW
Every Friday 5-8 p.m.

1795 - 16th Street South

1827 New Hampshire Ave.

894-3258
Take-Out Only

NE, St. Petersburg. Fairchild is

a graduate of Northeast High

School.
Students at Lipscomb Uni

versity earn bachelor of arts
and bachelor of science
degrees in more than 100
major programs of study. Mas-

ter’s degree programs are
offered in Bible and education,

and a master of business
administration program will be
offered beginning fall 1999.
An Accelerated Adult Studies

Program is also available.
Lipscomb is associated
with the churches of Christ.

RED’S
SNAKSHAK

W

I

dream home.

1701*- 16th Street South
Fine Food • Quick Service • Low Prices
Open 10 30 a.m. ‘til 3 a.m.
"Home of the Big Red Burger and the Best
Tasting, Cheapest Chicken in Town"

$ Merchandise Store
T-Shirts, Crafts &
Gift Ideas
Grocery Stores
Gas Stations
& Much, Much More

CONNIE’S
BAR-B-QUE

and Mis. Ronald A. Fairchild,

you can buy your

How's that for a housewarming gift?

Since 1934 we've helped over 26 million Americans get into new
homes. And starting this year, HUD can help you get a home loan for

3 BROTHERS
GROCERY & DELI

1 up to $208,800. Be sure to check with your lender to find out what
the FHA-insured loan limits are in your area. We can also help you

Breakfast To Go

Meats and Groceries

1040 - 16th Street South

1600 - 18th Avenue South

WELCH ACCOUNTING
and TAX SERVICE
Computerized Accounting &
Bookkeeping Systems
1601 - 16th St. S. • 894-0511 - 623-7910
KENNETH WELCH, Accountant, MBA
Home - 864-9720

_ ,,

1

1 536 - 1 6th Street So.

HOLMES PARAGON SERVICES

semester.
Michael Fairchild has been
placed on the honor roll for

1

ViEz, 896 - 1066

achievement during the spring

earning a grade point average
. between 35 and 3.99 while

I

1^

Shop With The Fastest
Growing Business District In j
- Town 16TH STREET
BUSINESS
ASSOCIATION

with any questions you might have. Just call 1 -800-HUDS-FHA and ask

for our free 100 Questions and Answers brochure. It'll tell you how
to get an FHA loan for as little as 3% down. How to choose the right

lender. How to prepare yourself for the homebuying process.
And much more. In fact, if you're looking for a home, it's all

the information you need.

1-800-HUDS-FHA

1
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ENTERTAINMENT
Gospel Explosion Radio Anniversary Honors Dali Museum To Hold
Dollie Fairrow—---------------------------------------- Summer Programs
ST. PETERSBURG -The
Dali Museum will host several
summer programs, including a
summer day camp, junior
docent program and an illus
trated talk at Barnes & Noble

Booksellers.
The junior Docent pro

Dollie Fairrow

PETERSBURG -

the homeless and those in

Ladies and gentlemen, it is

ST.

teis, the legendary Jackson
Southernaires, the legendary

son Mississippi, Evangelist
Renee Wiliams of Philadel

time. Time to celebrate the

need. Sponsored a trip to South
Carolina to aid the victims of

Elder Wright Cunningham.
Recently she expanded the
Gospel Explosion Program to

Spencer Taylor & tiie High

radio anniversary of Sister

Hurricane Hugo. Very instru

Sunday mornings as well to

Dollie Fairrow, “Queen Host

mental in rebuilding the St.

6:30 a.m.

way QC’s, Grammy Award
winner Harvey Watkins, Jr.

phia, PA, Rev. Tarver & the
Original Florida Spirituals, St.

ess of Gospel Explosion -

Jude Holiness Church (which

WRXB”.

was destroyed by fife) Hate
Crime'.

Still knowing that God- is
good all the time, she pledged

and the Canton Spirituals,
along with many others.

to keep the gospel alive in St.

Pete and tiie Tampa Bay area.
A vision she feels that God has

Come out and enjoy the
service of good ole’ gospel
praising, shouting and cele

assigned to her hands. She has
brought many professional
gospel groups to the bay area

brating in this anniversary
occasion for Sis. Fairrow.
Special guest, and we’re

such as Evangelist Renee
Williams & The Williams Sis-

sure you don’t want to miss the
Jackson Southernaires of Jack

The Radio Anniversary
will take place this Sunday,
July 11, 1999 at Lakewood

High School, 1400-54th
Avenue South, St. Petersburg,

FL. Doors will open at 5:00

pun., service begins at 6:00.
Sis. Dollie Fairrow has
sponsored many programs for

In 1994, Sis. Fairrow start
ed the Gospel Explosion Pro
gram on WRXB 1590 AM
along with Brother Grady

Evans, Stepping out on faith
every Saturday morning at
7:30 a.m., along with co-workers Elder Doyle Sherman and

Petersbuig; The Mighty Sons
of Zion, St. Petersburg; Derick
Isham and The Messengers of
Christ, St. Petersbuig and a
host of other talented gospel
entertainers:
Be there, this Sunday, July
11, 1999 at the Lakewood

come, as are adults accompa
nying children.
On August 12th, a Dali

participants (ages 8 to 17) will
enjoy a variety of expressive

will be held at the Tyrone

activities including drawing,

Baines & Noble Booksellers,

Museum education program

painting,

and

2501 Tyrone Blvd., St. Peters

(ages 9 to 15) to give Shortened

buig, from 7-8pm. This event

tours of the museum’s art col

group images. Ihe. sessions
will be led by artist/instructor

lection. The two-week pro

Rebecca Skelton, and adults

adults, but all ages are wel

gram begins with training on

accompanying children are

come.

July 12th and culminates with
the participants giving muse

welcome.
On July 24th, the museum

register for any of these pro

um tours on July 17th and

will host a Dali Art Activity at

22nd. The program is free, but
advance registration is neces

Westshore Plaza as part of

Summer

monoprints

will be of primary interest to

For more information or to
grams, please call the Dali
Museum Education Depart
ment, (727) 823-3767, ext.
3041.

Horace’s Kids’ Club Fiesta del
Sol Celebration. The event will
be held at the mall in Tampa

USF Summerplay Presents
'Compstrodamus Network
To The World'-----------------ST. PETERSBURG-The
University of South florida
Summerplay Youth Theatre
Project and Visual Arts Show

mation call (727) 865-9413.

case will present “Compstro
damus Network to the World

Don’t Miss This Service

at 2 p.m. July 10-11 in Theatre

High School. For more infor

from lpm until 2pm and is
free. Children all ages are wel

gram trains young people

sary.
The .‘Surreal

The Jackson Southernaires

Adventure Camp’ is a two-day
art workshop that will be held
at the museum on Friday and
Saturday, July 23rd and 24th
from 2:30pm until 4pm. Camp

II on the Tampa campus.
The play, which examines
potential Y2K problems, was
conceived and written and will
be performed by members of

designed the “Compstro
damus” production to asses
the impact of the miUehniun
“bug” on society.

For information regardip
the production, call Jea
Calandra at (813) 974-5146.

the Summerplay. Theatre
Ensemble: The group has

ThSe offceiterin Tun™8 T° The Haunting' Coming This Week
“The Haunting” takes

Soup'

alone.

stately mansion plagued by
ominous tales of death that
have left it uninhabited....or so
it seemed. Dr. David Marrow
draws three people to the man
sion, for what he tells them is a
sleep disorder study.

“77re Haunting” stars
Liam Neeson, Catherine ZetaJones, Owen Wilson, Bruce
Dem and Lili Taylor. Directed
by Jane De Bont, the film is
produced by Susan Arnold,

unexpected

Before long, the ghosts of

word elements collected from

Wilson, with De Bont serving

the past manifest themselves in
terrifying visitations that might

obsession. ‘Funk Soup’ in

volves a collaboration between
artists and audience. Musi
cians, dancers and a spoken
word artist will work together

to create a spontaneous piece

incorporating
the audience.

explain' why the group was

Haunting of Hill House by

ent gathered from the Bay

warned that no one stays in the
house in tiie night.....in the

Area, including dancers San

dark.

Some HousesAre Bom Bad!

dra Anglin, Michelle Camp

The walls of Hill House
are upright...the floors firm.

‘Funk soup’ runs for one
weekend only, July 9th
through 11th at the Off Center

Theater.
For further information,

please contact the Center Box
Office at 813-229-STAR or

Michelle Campbell, Alvon Griffin, Josh Parez,

(800) 955-1045. Box Office
hours are Mondays through
Fridays, 10am-6pm and Satur

Josephine Dorado.

days and Sundays, noon-6pm.

Tickets are also available, with

TAMPA - Based in New

arid ‘Funk Soup’. ‘Funk Soup’

oik, Dorado returns to the
ay Area to present the ‘Funk

comes to tiie Off Center The

credit cards only, at the cus

ater July 9-11 at the Tampa
Bay Performing Arts Center.
Incorporating dance, the

tomer service area at the West

ater, comedy, poetry and dia

10am-9pm

logue, ‘Cyber Fetish’ is a
comedic look at cyber reality

10am-6pm.

ieces which are a motley mix
spoken word and movelent. ‘Funk Soup’ consists of
zo sections: ‘Cyber/Fetish’

'Mallku
strumental music from the

Known for its relaxing,
soothing South American
music, the Mallku has per

ndes Mountains of South

formed at various locations

merica, will perform a bene: concert for The Hospice of

throughout the Tampa Bay

e Florida Suncoast, Friday,

group’s followers continue to

ily 9th, at Ruth Eckerd Hall,

grow as more people come to

om 8-10pm with doors open-

appreciate the unique style of

g for the performance at

CLEARWATER - ‘Mal-

u’, a group known for its

area. At each performance, the

as executive producer. The

screenplay is by David Self
based upon the book The

The ‘Funk Soup’ Collec

and pianist Daniel Marosi.

oup’ collective in two dance

Donna Arkoff Roth, and Cotin

tive consists of Dorado and tal

bell and Stacy Wright, percus
sionist Alvon Griffin, guitarists
Derric Neal and Joshua Paez

(clockwise): Sandra Anglin, Stacy Wright,

thing walks here... and it walks

place in Hill House, a once

Shore Plaza Ticket Center
Mondays through Saturdays,

and

Sundays,

But the locals know - and we

will soon discover that some-

Piano
Recital
Benefit
LARGO
Joseph
Koslowski and his sister,

Kristin, will present a piano
recital, featuring classical
music, Sunday; July 11th,
beginning at 7pm at Chapel on

the Hill UCC, 12601 Park

Boulevard North, Seminole.
Donations will benefit The

Hospice of the^ Florida Suncoast.
For more information, call
Shirley Davis at The Hospice,
'586-4432, ext 2883.

Local Artists
Offer Free
Spiritual Art
Exhibit---------

Shirley Jackson.

Five New Shows Highlight Local Artists,
Members & Students—------------------------ST. PETERSBURG-The
Arts Center will host a recep

Gallery from July 23rd-Sept.
3rd. Ceramics and acrylic

created by students of Arts
Center faculty members Mar

tion on July 30th for five new

painting' reference earthly

jorie Dean Andruk and Dan

exhibits in our new gallery
facilities. Each exhibition has

metaphors in an exhibition cel

Meisner reveal the exchange

and drawing.
For further information,

ebrating the power of color

of

influences

please contact Angela Bond,

different run dates and is there

and abstract form.

The reception and exhibits are

‘The Photography of
Joseph Walles’ will be shown

between these teachers and
their students.

Public Relations Assistant, at

fore listed separately below.

free and open to the public.

in ihe Members Gallery from

Created by Summer Art Stu

Members
Show in tiie United Financial

July 16th-August 27th. Com

dents’ will be exhibited July

pelling gelatin silver prints

9th-August 12th in the Risser

Gallery will be exhibited July

reflect this photographer’s
desire to record the unadulter

Children’s Gallery. View the

ated moment Although based

The Annual

30th-August 27th. This popu
lar exhibition gives the mem

in the documentary tradition,

Walles infuses his images with

dents from preschool to mid-

their many creative talents.

a personal vision.
‘Shared Visions: Students
of Andruk & Meisner’ will be

represented.
‘New Works: Maijorie

Dean Andruk & Dan Meisner’
will be on exhibit in the Hough

on exhibit in the Everett
Gallery from July 16th-August

27th. Paintings and ceramics

Are you looking for jj
a place to go?

The Spiritual ARts Exhibit

of 200 original paintings will
be held free of chaige to the

THE ELKS LODGE?

music.
For tickets, contact Ruth
Eckerd Hall at 791-7400 or

be featured in a unique Spiritu

public on Sunday, July 11,
1999 from 1 p.m.-5 p.m., at the

LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE
OLDIES

art & personal transformation.

Purple Moon (Coffee House
& New Age Gifts) on 833

Every Friday Night

593-0192. Tickets can also be

lysteiy’ exhibit on the lost

purchased through The Hos

They have exhibited then-

Douglas Avenue, Dunnedin,

ica Indians and the ancient
ty of ‘Macchu Picchu’ in

pice of the Florida Suncoast’s

work at the Sunsets Festival on

Florida 34698.

Main Office, 300 East Bay

Pier 60, Qearwater Beach & at

;ru at the Florida Intemation-

Drive, Largo, 8:30am-5pm,

local arts & crafts shows in the

For more information call
727-738-1540.

Museum in St Peteisbuig.

Monday through Friday.

Tampa Bay Area.

Mallku’s' music recently
as heard at ‘The Empires of

be present for discussions on

imaginative work of children

opportunity to demonstrate

Works in varibus media will be

clay, mixed media, painting

822-7872.

‘Catch the Wave-Work

bers of The Arts Center an

DUNNEDIN - The cre

al Art Exhibit. Both artists will

and

attending The Arts Center
Summer Camp Program. Stu

ative & intuitive artworks of
Sheri Satin & Gary Qark will

30pm.

ideas

die school will exhibit work in

PLACE VOIZR
TLASSIFfED AO
TODAYJ
JR
Stop by the
Weekly Challenger
office:
^2500 - 9th Street S.
5 St. Petersburg

5

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W. Post 10174
1780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Why not visit

9 PM until ?
, 1331 - 18th Avenue South

H/f Music by Lady “C

tt

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?

4^

CHALLENGER SPORTS

NeW York Yankees Vs. Devil Rays

Mayor Convenes First
Baseball Task Force Meeting

PETERSBURG -

ST.

Tampa Bay Devil Rays and

PETERSBURG -

Devil Rays in their desire to

the New York Yankees game
was held June 23,1999 begin
ning with a pre-game perfor

Vice President, Business Plan

Mayor David Fischer kicked
off the first meeting of the mar

enhance goodwill and to build
Tropicana

keting Task Force for baseball

Field.”

mance by the Bible-Based Fel
lowship Church Sign Choir of

ning and CFQ, Kaset Interna
tional; and Beth Walters, Vice
President of Communications,

today. Assembled with the

The Task Force is com

Jabil Circuit, Inc. City staff

goal of assisting the Tampa
Bay Devil Rays to partner with

prised of: Chair Robert J.
Carter, President, Carter Com

serving on the committee

the community, the group; rep
resents corporate marketing

munication; Steve McAuliffe,
Vice President of Marketing,

ing Director, and Ann Hasking, Press Secretary to the

professionals from around the
region.

JMC Communities, Inc.;
Thomas Stork, Vice President

“It is important to recog
nize the collective, expansive

of Marketing, Busch Enter
tainment Corp.; Aim Duncan,

Mayor.
The Marketing Task Force
on baseball, called “pathfind

ST.

Tampa and the Mime Boyz.

Ricky Tucker of Apopka,
FL perfomjed the National

Anthem. The first pitch of the

game was thrown by Shawn
Danson of Tampa who repre
sented St. Petersbuig June-

teenth.

attendance

at

include Anita Treiser, Market

ers: by the Mayor, expects to

range of marketing experience

Senior Corporate Services

represented in the Marketing

Consultant, CLW Real Estate

comments

Services Group; Drew Toth,

meet throughout the summer.
“I am encouraged by our first
meeting,” says Chair Bob

Task

Force,”

Mayor David J. Fischer. “I am

Vice President of Marketing,

Carter. “The genuine interest

confident this group of individ
uals under the guidance of

Tradewinds Resorts; Barry

of the participants combined

McIntosh,

President,

with their energy and expertise

Task Force Chair Bob Carter,

Resourceful Asset Manage

will make this a very worth

can assist the Tampa Bay

ment; Karen Bums, formerly

while endeavor.”

Shacklers &
Shackleretters Softball
Team Meeting ——

’ Sports Of The Fernando Vargas
Vs.
Raul
Marquez
20th Century’
& David Tua Vs.
Gary Bell------------ — [news DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY
ST PETERSBURG-All

meetings to plan the First

5:00 at Wildwood Park. Con-

past and present Shacklers and

Annual Shacklers and Shack-

tact Morris Lee Williams at

Shacklerettes softball mem

lerettes Softball Reunion.

896-2036 Or Linda Graham at

Meetings are held every

bers are .requested to attend

NEW YORK, NY-Rec

Shots: The Life and Times of

ognized as sports television’s

the American BasketballAsso

best storyteller, HBO Sports

ciation” will air July 26th, fol

will present six of its pioneer
ing “Sports of the 20th Centu

lowed by “Where Have You
Gone, Joe DiMaggio?” on

NEWYORK-World title

champion Raul Marquez (30-

dleweight crown in April 1997
7

Aug. 2nd. The Sports Emmy

action tops the bill when HBO

1,20KOs) in a 12-round bout.

and defended it twice before
■e

Award winning documentary
“Sugar Ray Robinson: The
Bright Lights and Dark Shad

boxing After Dark: Fernando
Vargas vs. Raul Marquez and

losing to Campas in December
;r
1997. He is looking to spring aa

Evening

David Tua vs. Gary Bell is
seen Saturday, July 17th, at
10:30 from the Caesars Lake
Resort in Lake Tahoe, NV.

Vargas, - who hails from
Oxnard, CA, won his belt with
a 7th-round TKO of Yory Boy
Campas on HBO last Decem
ber, becoming the youngest
junior middleweight champi

News observed, “If there is

The HBO Sports broadcast

on in history at age 21. On

storytelling,

one sure shot in Sports, it’s that

team of Jim Lampley, Larry

launched July 5th with the

HBO Sports is going to pro
duce a terrific documentary.”

Merchant and Roy Jones Jr.
will be ringside to call the

March 13, he was successful in
his first title defense, dispatch

“When It Was a Game”.
“Babe Ruth”, a 1998

The sports division received a

with a 4th-round TKO; Along

George Foster Peabody Award

action which will be closedcaptioned for the hearing-;

Sports Emmy Award winner,

on May 17 for sports docu
mentary excellence, and HBO

impaired and presented in
Spanish on HBO en Espanol.

and David Reid, Vargas is one

will air July 12th, followed by

“Dare to Compete: The Strug

Sports has earned 37 Sports

Undefeated world junior

of the three members of the
1996 U.S. Olympic Team to

gle of Women in Sports” on

Emmys

other

middleweight champion “Fe

quickly capture a world cham

Peabody Awards for its innov
ative production style and

rocious” Fernando Vargas (160,16 KOs), in his second title

pionship belt

unique storytelling.

defense, meets former world

ry” documentary films on con
secutive Monday evenings at
7pm in July and August. The
collection of acclaimed docu
mentaries, which feature HBO
Sports’ trademark blend of
archival
footage,
home
movies, revealing interviews
and

unique

Peabody

Award-winning

July 19th. The 90-minute

“Date to Compete” will air at a
different time (5:30). “Long

ows of a Champion” will air
Aug. 9th.
The Buffalo

and

two

ing opponent Howard Qark

with Floyd Mayweather

Jr.

Houston native Marquez,
27, won the junior mid

I'T^n'iR'A

In the night’s opening boutt,
scheduled for 10 bouts; Davidd

Tua (33-1, 28 KOs) thee
brawler from Auckland, New

V

Zealand, sets his sights ona
Brooklyn’s Gary Bell (21-2,
14 KOs). Tua , one of a group3
of young heavyweights vyingr
for a shot at the world title,

5

looks to add to a long string off

k

knockouts with a win Over the
aggressive and well-condi

tioned Bell, who is meeting his
biggest challenge to date-.

let [BjBjaaBiBigiBjgjgfBJBi El
1
For any information

Locate all the words listed below. They run in all directions; up, down,

1

or persons responsible

ST. PETERSBURG-The

St. Petersburg Department of

water lakes except for children

Leisure Services has opened
18 fresh water and two salt

ages 15 and under or anyone
using a cane pole. Rorida resi

water lakes for the summer
season from Memorial Day
through Labor Day. Fishing

dents over age 65 do not need

goods stores

speckled trout, silver trout, red

a fishing license, but now must
show proof of age and residen

For more fishing license
information, call the County

fish, sheepshead, mullet, cat
fish and Nile Perch. No license

will be allowed between 8am

cy if requested.
Licensed are available at

Office at 464-5560.

is required.

Pinellas County Tax Collector
Offices, 1800 66th St. N., St

ally stocked with bass, bream,

Petersburg, 8575 Bryan Dairy
Rd., Largo; or 1663 Gulf-toBay, Qearwater; as well as

Type
written
Will

CAR WASH)

(QUIKLUBE)

1

«
1

I

ERROR

PITCH

BALL.

FIRST

PLATE

BASE

FOUL

RBI

BATTING AVERAGE

fc-r vandalizing the

Weekly Challenger

1

newspaper boxes.;

I

Call 896-2922 with

any information.

BALK

!

El
L=] iaigiBlBigiBlBJBlSJBlBlBllEU

5

HIT

RUN

BAT

HOME RUN

SECOND

BLEACHERS
BULLPEN

INFIELD
INNING

SLIDE
STRIKE

BUNT

MITT

STRIKE ZONE

CALL

MOUND,

THIRD

CATCH

OUT

UMPIRE

ERA

OUTFIELD

VENDER

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred HeGriff Have in Common?

©

• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

DETAILING
CENTER

(813) 327-1900

SINCE I958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

FULL
"FRESH 3
THE
SERVICE
WORKS!' 'N SHINE"
CAR WASH
SAVE $3°° SAVE $250 SAVE s2°° SAVE sl°°

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

1

Safety Check
Includes Oil, Filter,

Car Wash, III.TRA SHISli I

1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, |
Under Chassis Spray &

1

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

■

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

PLUS “Free Full Service

I

893-7335.

• Custom Waxing & Detailing
• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

Armorall Tires, &

Not Be
Published

For more information, call

"Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

30 pt. Oil Change &

Or

Salt water lakes have

Fresh water lakes are usu

----------------x

Must Be

open for shoreline fishing only
(no boats).

from selected bait and sporting

All
Copy
Submitted

catfish and Nile Perch and are

DLLACSLIDEEPRTN H
LITUOOUNPGNRIRCT
EFNTMBOBUAOTITUJ
ITSRIFFHTRZIAPCN
FPSUMMSJTEECBBMH
TQTL POLNVVKMKRBU
U L R D X E'U SEAITOMRC
OSICBBFNNGRXHHIT
ALKPLATEDN THIRD XDLEIFNIIEISXADQN
BAEUQXBPRTMRUTPV
YBROEELKKTSECOND
QVARSLBLEACHERSY
G.NR AUMAUXBGN IN N I
GOBBJBGMBYUCPFLD
ROIFQBBAWPPOMKUM
backward, forward and diagonally.

leading to the person

License is required at all fresh

< kB«*S O.C iSi TOii'T
WOM SfAMHM
"&AS&3AU ~

major upset and regain a title
e
belt.

City Opens Lakes For Summer REWARD!
Fishing Season
1

and 8pm daily.
A Fresh Water Fishing

550-8648.

second and fourth Sunday at

.

FULL SERVICE

CAR WASH

Interior, Windows
Polish Wax, HI.TKA

SHISE Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Air Freshener

Soft Cloth Car

Wash. Vacuum

Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

Car Wash”

*24.99
Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/16/99

*13.00 ! *10.50
Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/16/99

|
.

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 7/16/99

*8.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 7/16/99

At all 7-ll'Sr ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

0
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grandchild;

SMARWT, JAMES, died

St. Pete

include her devoted daughter,
Claudia Mae Allen, St. Peters
burg; and several relatives and
friends. McRae Funeral Home,

St. Petersbuig.

include his wife, Willie Ann Lit

three daughters; five grandchil

tle; six sons; five daughters; 42

children; 2 great-great-grand-

nephews,

children; several other relatives

Ocala

friends. Creal Funeral Home, St.

and friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

Petersbuig.------------------------------TAYLOR-BROWN,

Final Rites

■HI

HELEN, died June 28, 1999.

CAMPS, SARAH F.II7A-

Survivors include her husband,

LeeVie; two sons, St. Peters

BEIH McKNIGHT, died June

buig two step-sons; four daugh

20,1999. Survivors include four

ters; one brother who preceded

sons; five daughters; six broth

her in death; 24 grandchildren;

ers; two sisters; 22 grandchil

13 great-grandchildren; several

dren;

nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles,

nieces

great nieces, great nephews,

friends, aunts and uncles. Chest

cousins and other relatives and

nut Funeral Home, Gainesville.

God-children;

several

cousins,

nephews,

WILLIAMS, LA’RAWN
J., died July 3,1999. Survivors

include his mother, YouwonderLOVE, ALEXINA VIOLA

stepfather, Martha Moore and

died recently. Survivors include

Herman Williams, Jacksonville;

PYLES, JO ANN, died

1999. Survivors include her son,

five daughters; four sons; 19

LEE, died recently. Survivors

Robert Edward Love, Gaines

one brother; one sister; and his

recently. Survivors include her

grandchldren; 16 great-grand

include three sons; one daugh

ville; two grandchildren; three

grandparents. Sellers Funeral

ter; two brothers; one grand

great-grandchildren; a cousin;

daughter; 9 grandchildren; and

several nieces, nephews, cou

great-grandchildren,

several

three

brothers,

St

Petersbuig; one sister, Tampa;
his great-grandmother, Anna

sins

nieces, nephews and loving

and

friends.

Petersburg.

three children; one grandson;
seven sisters; several friends,

cousins, nieces and nephews.

Funeral

Chestnut

Home,

Gainesville.

CLAR

ANDERSON,

ENCE, died June 18,1999. Sur

vivors

cousins

arid

friends.

Smith

Funeral Home, St. Petersburg.

ham Funeral Home, Ocala.

ABETH, died June 29, 1999.

Survivors include her husband,
Andrew Heflin; three daughters;
one son; her mother, Viola Lee,

include

his

mother,

Gladys Anderson; four sisters;

two brothers; one aunt; several

nieces, nephews, cousins and
friends.

Chestnut

Funeral

Home, Gainesville.

he AeeA aZZ the

Ft. McCoy; two sisters; five

grandchildren; several nieces,

nephews, cousins, other rela

CUDJO, died June 17, 1999.

Ao-nA
-

^AaZw, 33

members. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

Maude Cudjo, Gainesville; her
he

laid

his

hands on

her:

and

And

daughter, Helen Evon Wilson,

Gainesville; two sons, Albert

immediately

Wilson, DI, Ft. Myers, and John

was

ny Wilson, Gainesville; one sis

and glorified God.

she

(Summers CFunertif

me

Funeral Home, PA.
"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Confidence and Understanding"

made straight,

Limousine Rental Service

Luke 13:11-13

ALTHEA
351-0566 ..............Lillie T. Shelton, L ED.

KOONTZ, died June 23,1999.

Creal Funeral
I;1 Seventh
Homes
Avenue Chapel

Survivors include her daughter,
Betty B. Clark, Gainesville;
seven grandchildren; 10 great

grandchildren; several nieces,

nephews, cousins and friends.

Chestnut

CUNNINGHAM’S

Survivors include her mother,

five grandchildren; one great

INGRAM

from heaven,

ter, Gainesville; three brothers;

BROWN,

JOHNSON,

"Many women do noble things, but you
surpass them all." Charm is deceptive, and beauty is
fleeting; but a woman who fears the LORD is to be
praised. Give her the reward she has earned, and let
her works bring her praise at ihe city gate."
'
-A
(Prov. 31:29-31)

Zo-o-hcA dow-n

tives and friends and church

uncles; aunts and uncles; and
nephews,

Gainous Funeral Home, Day
tona Beach.

^fdhe SZwd

died recently. Survivors include

and uncles; great aunts and

nieces,

Alfonso Lewis, St. Petersburg.

Funeral

1940 7th Avenue South

Home,

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Gainesville.

I

896-2602

2238 NW 10th St...........Avis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475....................................... Notary Public

£■*
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jawrf Service’*

SM

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

*
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TAYLOR, JR., died June 16,

1999. Survivors include his

; Dr. M.L King St Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

wife, Sharon Harris Johnson, St.
Petersbuigl his parents, Ingram

T. Johnson, Sr., and Dorothy
Owens Johnson, Philadelphia,

PA two brothers, Philadelphia,
PA a godson, Orlando; and sev
eral uncles, aunts, neohews,

nieces, cousins and sorrowing

friends. Smith Funeral Home,
St. Petersburg.

We can easily
forgive a child
who is afraid of
the dark; the
real tragedy is
when men are
afraid of the
lights

: -

I

Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

Burial Service ■ Funeral Service

Serving From TWo Convenient Locations

1999. Smith

An Easy Way to Pay
In Advance For Your Funeral
"Yes, that's right, there

is an easy way to pay

for your funeral and

PERSON, DAISY A, died

23,

1999.

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, LF.D.
Larry M. Saunders, LED.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue .......'....................(352) 372-2537

Licensed Funeral
Directors
732-5354

732-5353

732-5355

Gainesville, FL 32602 ..................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

The SOLDIERS of SERVICE"

Cremation Service ♦ Shipping Service

Funeral Home, St Petersburg.

June

AL. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

P.O. Box 592 ....................................................................... (352)377-6128

JONES, RICKIE LEON,

died June 28,

Faith is a gift bestowed by the
Lord, joyfully illuminating
your path in a way no other
light can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to endure
hardships and to persevere until you reach
your goal. Would you like to walk by faith ?
God is eager to grant His priceless gift to
you, ifyou will only ask for it.

HEFLIN, MARCIA ELIZ

WILSON,. RUBY MAE

several

Home, Ocala.

cousins and friends. Cunning

Funeral Home, Gainesville.

THOMAS, LUTHER A,

Gainesville
Final Rites

mother, Wilie Lou Evans, St.
Petersbuig; and her brother,

ters; several nieces, nephews,

Chestnut

Feacher, NY; grandmothers and

grandfathers; great-great aunts

children; eight brothers; five sis

friends. Creal Funeral Home, St.

buig; father and stepmother,

Bobby L. and Janeen Brown,

ful Holsey, Ocala; his father,

CALDWELL, died June 23,

Jimmie Williams, St. Peters

Tampa;

BELL, NELLIE RUTH,

REATHA

WIGGINS,

vivors include his mother and

When I must leave you for a little while
please do not grieve and shed wild tears and
hug your sorrow to you through the years.,
But start out bravely with a gallant smile;
And for my sake and in my name live on and
do all things the same.
Feed not your loneliness on empty days, but
fill each waking hour in useful ways, Reach
out your hand in comfort and in cheer And i
in turn will comfort you and hold you near;
And never, never be afraid to die, For I am
waiting for you in the sky

grandchildren; 44 great-grand

dren; two great-grandchildren;

nieces,

When I Must Leave You

LEE,

Funeral Home, Gainesville.

Survivors

St. Petersbuig.

BROWN, TERENCE JA

JESSIE

cousins and friends. Chestnut

1999.

friends. McRae Funeral Home,

MISON, died June 9,1999. Sur

LITTLE,

include his wife, Anita Smarwt;

22,

cousins, other relatives and

died June 27, 1999. Survivors

aunts,

died June 28, 1999. Survivors

several

Al LEN, LORINE DAVIS,

several

nieces,

nephews,

June

Final Rites

uncles,

have peace of mind."

Survivors

Providing PROFESSIONAL
SERVICE

"PERFECTING
Service,
PROTECTING
Families Wishes,
and
PREARRANGING
for the FUTURE"

Burial, Cremation.
Shipping, Graveside
Services, Memorials.
Notary, PreArranaements.
Floral Designs, Grief
Counseling, and Legal
Services
DWAYNE E. MATT, L.F.D.

ZION HILL MORTUARY
1700 49th Street South St. Petersburg, Florida 3370'

328-0466

include her husband, Gennie
Person; three daughters; three

sons; one brother; one sister; 18

grandchildren and eight great

grandchildren; several nieces,

The average funeral costs much less today than most

nephews, friends and acquain

people think. However, in the future, an average funeral

tances. Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersbuig.

will cost more.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME~~
Since 1987
"Taking Time To Serve Others"

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't
pose a financial burden to those left behind.

There are over 50 decisions

to make at the death of a
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your

loved one

needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan

you want and ifyou relocate-your plan goes with you.

Young's
Funeral
Home

Your first decision may be

the most important one

Don't delay...

Consider us first
for

A Full Service Firm
Robert C. Young

Call or Write to us today
to learn more about

Funeral Director
Since 1975

funeral planning.

1005 Howard Street

McRae Funeral Home

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)
Clearwater, FL

442-2388

1940 Martin Luther. King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)895-6005

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266

Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705

/
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
L L.g-6.1 D_A
1-16-28
LOTTO 29-33-42
CA$H 3
922 682 043
107
581 372 680

Hi-Five Challenge Coordinator

Advertisement for Bidders

Responsible for coordination of mentoring services to
fourth/fifth grade students residing in St. Petersburg Challenge
neighborhood and/or Childs Park Community. Bachelor's
Degree and two years working with youth in related activities.
Experience in volunteer management, including recruitment,
training and supervision, strongly preferred. Experience work
ing with families in supportive and developmental capacity.
Benefits Included.
Please contact Malisa
ECKERD
Chambliss at mchambliss@eckerd.org or send
resume to: Eckerd Youth Alternatives, Inc., 253
Culbreath Rd., Brooksville, FL 34602. Ph: 800YOU I H
420-8641; ph: 352-799-1771; Fax: 352-799-1865. ALDKNAHVK

Pinellas Affordable Living, Inc. of Pinellas County, Florida will receive sealed bids

EY/4

5300 Gulf Boulevard
St. Pete Beach
727-367-2771 or Fax 727-367-8082
Immediate interviews Monday-Friday 9:00am-5:00pm
Would you like an exciting new career at a beautiful newly renovated Gulf Beach resort?

Immediate openings for the following positions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

juvenile ARBITRATION
INTAKE COUNSELOR

Responsible for conducting educational ses
sions for juveniles accused of legal offenses,
monitoring progress through court diversion
program, supervising evening mediation
hearings. Req. Bachelors degree with
emphasis in criminal justice or behav. sci.
and exper. working with juveniles. Salary
$949 biweekly + bnfts.

Housekeeping Supervisors
Housekeepers
Housemen
Laundry Attendants
Grounds
Public Areas
Line Cooks
Banquet Set Up
Maintenance
Security

Court applications only by JULY 14.

Available at:
- Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N.,
3rd fir., H-Wing, Clearwater
- Old County Courthouse, 324 South Fort
Harrison, Rm. 102, Clearwater
- County Building, 150 Fifth St. N., Rm. 310
(Alt. Dispute), St. Petersburg
- Court Administration, Rm. 219, West
Pasco Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New

INTERVENTION
SPE
CIALIST - FT - Provides
assessment, referral, educa
tion, consultation and fol

Port Richey

low-up to clients & families

iii a substance abuse & men
tal health facility. BA in
Social
Work,
Human
Services or related field. 2
yrs. exp. in case management
preferred. Job Code 34606,
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP,

EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person
with a disability requiring a special accom
modation to participate in the application
process should call 727-464-6506.

CAR-JACKING

Uffi Hospice

Is A Dangerous Problept

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCQ\ST

CaringjorPinellas County, Florida since 1977

MO East Bay Drive • Laigo, Florida 33770-3770

COOK &

Car Jack Alanrfs

AIDE - needed for a resi
dential substance abuse
T/X facility. FT/PT flex
hrs. Benefits avail, if FT.
Good pay. Great working
conditions!
Position
requires valid Florida dri
vers license. Join a grow
ing team. Job Code
21712. Call Cheryn at
Operation PAR 727-5387245 ext. EOE/DFWP.

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND

RNs, LPNs

(813) 323-5959

(FL License Required).

1427 34th St. S.

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E: Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

j

DIETARY

FOR INFORMATION ON
CALL

A Unique Profession!!

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

BEACH RESORT &
CONFERENCE CENTER

f

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division .
Office is .Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

COMMUNITY PLANNER
— develops and carries out
JWB's program in neighbor
hood & community develop
ment, reviews proposals for'
children and family pro
grams, makes recommenda
tions for funding, creates
neighborhood & regional
plans, develops & delivers
presentations, workshops.
Collects, analyzes demo
graphic, asset & risk data.
Bachelor's degree in human
service field or planning, 5
years experience working
with diverse communities in
community
development,
proficient in computer word
processing software, knowl

ADMISSION SCREENERS - for fast paced assess
ment center. Exp. with com
puters a plus. Students work
ing on AA/BA/BS preferred.
Exposure to Juvenile Justice
Population. Salary range
$7.21 - $7.93. Job Code 640.
Reply to Operation PAR
Human Resources 6720 54th
Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax cover letter &
resume to 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP.

edge of local human service
community, knowledge of

CASE MANAGERS needed for dynamic juvenile
referral program. BA/BS
required, specific exp. &
CAP preferred. Salary range
23 - 25G. Job Code 34606.
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 of fax
cover letter & resume to 727545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

CHILD CARE DIREC
TOR
TO (727) 823-1471 or
mail 2120 - 19th St. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

caus.

EOE/DFWP.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASST. - PT needed for grow
ing substance abuse/mental
health org. General Clerical
& secretarial duties to
include: phones, distribution
of memos, reports & com
puter work. Good organiza
tional skills req’d. in assist
ing with active client
records. AA degree & 2 yrs.
exp. or GED/High school
diploma & 5 yrs. exp. Job
Code 11019. Reply to
Operation PAR Human
Resources 6720 54th Ave. N.
St. Petersbuig, FL 33709 or
fax cover letter & resume to
727-545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

CASE MANAGER - need
ed for a substance abuse pro
gram. Outreach, identifica
tion, screening, assessment
& referral to community
sources to address health,
social & economic needs.
BA req’d. Two yrs. exp. in
case mgt. Job Code 33407.
Reply to Operation PAR,
6720 54th Ave. N. St.
Petersburg, FL 33709 or fax
cover letter & resume to 727545-7561. EOE/DFWP.

family support, youth devel
opment or child development
and knowledge of group
dynamics/process & meeting
facilitation. Ability to work
flexible hours & multiple
locations. Hiring range up to
$33,481.80. Applications/
Resumes will be reviewed
beginning 7/9/99 - POSI
TION
OPEN
UNTIL
FILLED. Send resumes to
Personnel, Juvenile Welfare
Board, 6698 68th Ave. N.,
Pinellas Park, FL 337815060. Equal Opportunity
Employer

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASST. - needed for growing
substance
abuse/mental
health org. General clerical
& secretarial duties to in
clude: high volume phones,
distribution of memos &
reports. Must have working
knowledge of EXCEL. Good
organizational skills req'd.
AA degree & 2 yrs. exp. or
GED/High school diploma &
5 yrs. exp. Job Code 11019.
Reply to Operation PAR
Human Resources 6720 54th
Ave. N. St. Petersburg, FL
33709 or fax cover letter &
resume to 727-545-7561.
EOE/DFWP.

You can find The Weekly Challenger

at the following locations:

ecSatioot

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street

• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 c. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street

eSafe eSwnmn

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)

• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza

• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3

•' Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1

• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street

• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave:
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood

• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska

• Condon Gardens Housing Authority

• Anderson'Nail Salon, 34th Street

• MaccaBee’s Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane

• Silver Dollar Grocery, 40th Street

BEFORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT

• Myrick's Barber Shop, Buffalo Avenue

• Ross Norton Recreation Center

ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP

• Cut Rate Liquor, 155th Street and 26th

• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza

• Gold Star Station, Nebraska and Columbua

• North Greenwood Library

ERTY.

OR

Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
• environmental Development
Commission (EDC) • Code
*
Enforcement
BuilUing dept. - Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

|

• John's Barber Shop, 1400 N. Greenwood

• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty

• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue

ATTENTION

Carlton Street

• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street

N., 248-5683

• Blue Ribbon Grocery, Columbus

• Food Mart, Columbus and Blvd.
• Prince Grocery, Columbus and Blvd.

• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.

• Mary Bethune Hirise, West Union St.

• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461

St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

Bids will be received until 2:00 p.m., July 20 1999, for the purpose of selecting a Licensed
General Contractor for supplying all labor, material and ancillary services in the construction per
the accompanying Drawings and Specifications
A Pre-Bid Conference will be held on Tuesday, July 13, at 3:00 p.m. at the following location:
Mary Koenig Center
647 34th Avenue South
St. Petersbuig, FL 33701

Bids will be only accepted from General Contractors who can provide the required bonds and
who attend the pre-bid conference. Attendance at the pre-bid conference is mandatory to submit
a bid.

General Contractors may obtain up to three sets of these drawings and specifications upon
deposit of $40.00 per set. Additional may be purchased. Checks shall be made payable to the
architect as described above.

Ulmerton Rd.

Pursuant to Section 3 of the Housing and Urban Development Act of 1968, as amended, 12
U.S.C. 1701u, Contractor and any subcontractor shall, to the greatest extent feasible, give oppor
tunities for training and employment arising in connection with this Agreement to low-income
persons residing within the Tampa - St. Petersburg metropolitan area, and award contracts for
work to be performed in connection with this Agreement to eligible business concerns which are
located in or owned in substantial part by persons residing in said metropolitan area.
No bids may be withdrawn after the scheduled closing time for receipt of bids for a period of 30
days. The owner reserves the right to reject all bids.

SALT CREEK APARTMENTS
Salt Creek Apartments, located at 426 Preston
Ave. South, is pleased to announce that it is now
accepting applications. These new apartments
come complete with dishwashers, microwaves,
garbage disposals, mini blinds, washer/dryer
hookups, wall to wall carpeting and ceiling fans.
One, two and three bedroom units are available.

Salt Creek Apartments were developed to pro
vide good, safe affordable housing.
Rental
prices are based on household incomes, with a
maximum of 60% of Pinellas County median
income.
To receive Application and Income Certification
Form, call 821-5100. A $35 non-refundable
application fee is required with application.

vot/a HOROSCOPE
Aries

Libra

March 21 to April 19

September 23 to October 22

Unraveling a puzzling situation
could occupy your spare time. Relation
ships with co-workers should improve after
the 12th; if you’re single, you might even
strike up a flirtation with a handsome office
mate! Give love a chance on the 13th.

Taurus

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

October 23 to November 21

With Jupiter and Venus making
nice in your chart, prepare for five weeks of
domestic bliss, starting on the 12th. Hold
your tongue on the 14th. Looking for a sure
thing? Bet on romance (the pulse-quick
ening, Harlequin-novel variety) on the 15th!

fe?

Now that Venus is flitting
through your pal zone, you’ll do more than
get by with a little help from your friends—
you’ll prosper! Over the next three weeks,
follow-up could play a more important role
in day-to-day affairs.

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

With Mercury, your ruler, spin
ning his wheels for the next three weeks,
take life one day at a time and try not to
sweat the small stuff. When a romantic
mood hits on the 10th, follow love’s lead
and indulge a fantasy.

a

Brilliant sunlight in your work
zone promises new opportunities to shine
on the job will come your way for another
couple of weeks. With stars favoring gettogethers on the 13th and 14th, why not
throw a wild party or picnic?'

Dreaming of snaring the pro
fessional limelight? Venus in your work and
reputation sector for the next five weeks
could grant your wish! Reviewing long-term
financial goals (one more time) could turn
up a viable option you’ve been missing.

Capricorn

Cancer

December 22 to January 19

June 22 to July 22

Stellar aspects on the 11 th and
12th could help you successfully launch a
pet project. With Mercury going out of
phase for the next three weeks, crossed
wires could cause unnecessary delays;
double-check everything.

July 23 to August 22

Under brilliant money aspects,
you could be feeling extra generous—try
not to overspend! A Leo moon on the13th
and 14th suggests a one-on-one meeting
or interview could be your key to success.
Romance looms large on the 16th.

Why are you suddenly so gre
garious? Mars in Scorpio bringing out your
chatterbox could help you express your
deepest emotions. After the 12th, check
your passport: travel-happy stars could
send you off on the vacation of a lifetime.

□

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

For the past two years, Uranus
and Neptune have been busy investing
your personality with a romantic, mysteri
ous aura: use it to pique his interest on the
14th. Take advantage of a new source of
credit on the 16th.

• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive

IN CLEARWATER

• Helm & Sons Cafe

• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.

• Rudy's Rib Shack

• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• Handy Comer Foods, 2325 119th St. N.

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton

• Joe’s Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton

WAG DESIGNS

• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

• Eva's Beauty Box, comer of Greenwood &

(813)327-1935

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.

• Sav-Mor, Rome and Chestnut

• Tampa Housing, West Union St.

300 First Avenue South, Suite 402

All construction contracts or subcontracts over $100,000 let as a result of this agreement shall
include the following requirements: a) a bid guarantee, such as a bid bond or certified check,
from each bidder equivalent to five percent of the bid price; b) a performance bond for 100% of
the contract price; and c) a payment bond for 100% of the contract price. All such bonds
obtained must be from companies listed in Treasury Circular 570.

SIRATA

Competitive Wages and Benefits
Don't Let this Opportunity Pass you by!! Apply Now!!

WEDDING, STEPHENSON & IBARGUEN, ARCHITECTS, INC.

Plans and Specifications may be examined at or obtained from the office of Wedding;
Stephenson & Ibarguen, Architects, Inc. 300 First Avenue South, Suite 402, St. Petersburg, FL
33701.

Sirata Beach Resort and Conference Center

6-2 8-4 1-7
3-8 1-5 2-4

from qualified bidders at the office of the Architect:

Rd. & Ridge Rd.

Virgo
August 23 to September 22

When Venus, the planet of love
and beauty, begins a five-week excursion
in your sign on the 12th, you’ll look won
derful and feel refreshed. Under spectac
ular aspects on the 15th and 16th,
romance could set passion ablaze.
‘

February 19 to March 20

Now that Venus is sprucing up
your marriage zone, you discover what its
like to be the life of the party! You might
need a separate calendar to record all
your socializing. Expect an emotional
breakthrough on the 15th or 16th.

20
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America's Supermarket*

Prices good Wednesday, July 7, thru Tuesday, July 13,1999.
We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover8 ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1999. WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC., TAMPA DIVISION
Ad is effective in the following counties: Highland, Hankie, Hernantkj, I lillstjorough. Manatee, Pinellas, Pasco, I\>lk. Sarasc

Z-C, DcSoto. Collier, Charlotte and the city of I a Belle. *purchase excludes alcohol or lotiacco pnxluclt

